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I. The European Economic Community (EEC) 

1. Organization 

CONFIDENTIAL 

DECLASSIFIED 

APR 0 2 2013 
WBGARCIDVES 

The European Council of Ministers, composed of ministers of 
the six member countries, is the main decision making body in the 
Community. The EEC Commission is the Community's Executive and is 
responsible for working out and implementing the Council's decisions. 
Mr. Rochereau, a member of this Commission, is particularly responsible 
for overseeing development aid questions; director of his cabinet is 
Mr. Chapperon. 

The European executive Commission consists of an administra
tion of twenty specialized departments. The department of "Aid for 
development 11 , headed by Director General Hendus, lias several directorates 
among which nthe European Development Flmd11 under Mr. Ferrandi, and 
"Development policies and studies" under Mr. Durieux; there is little 
crossfertilization between these two directorates. Effective and 
strong control over the European Development FUnd is in the hands of 
the staff but there are strong conflicts of personalities within the 
EEC organization and some changes in command involving some of the 
personalities you will meet m~ take place in the near future. 

The European Investment Bank (EIB) is a totally independent 
institution with its own Articles of Agreement. Its Board of Governors 
consists of the six ministers of finance Qf the EEC member states, 
who, in fact, also have a seat on the EEC Co'Wlcil of Ministers. 

2. Relations with Developing Countries 

The EEC maintains special rel-ations with a great number of 
developing countries: 

{a) either through association treaties of whiCh several 
types exist: 

( i) association with a view to future full membership 
(Turkey, Greece); 

(ii) association with some former and present dependencies 
of the EEC member states, containing financial aid 
and preferential treatment of exports;* . 

(iii) association also as a form of foreign aid but not 
containing financial aid, only some degree of 
preferential treatment for exports (for example, 
East Africa, Nigeria, MOrocco, Tunisia); or 

(b) through specific trade agreements, existing or under 
discussion (for example, India, Pakistan, Indonesia, 
Argentina) • 

* Associated states in Africa are: Burundi, Cameroon, Central African 
Republic, Chad, Congo (B), Congo {K), Dahomey, Gabon, Ivor.y Coast, 
Madagascar, Mali, Mauritania, Niger, Rwanda, Senegal, Somalia, Togo, 
Upper Volta. 
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II. Association Agreemen~with some for.mer and present dependencies 
of the EEC member countries 

1. Association Agreement 1958-63 

At the outset of the EEC in 1958, relations with developing 
countries were limited to an Association with the, then still dependent, 
overseas territories of the six EEC member states. This first Association 
Agreement was insisted upon by France as an outgrowth of that country's 
polic.y extending financial aid and highly preferential treatment for 
exports to its colonies; the five other European countries regarded 
this first Association as a price to be paid for France's participation 
in the EEC. The European Development Fund (EDF) was created ($580 million) 
from contributions b,y the six European Governments, its resources were 
to be used through grants for economic and social investment. Access to 
independence during this period of virtually all the African among the 
Associated territories (French, Belgian and Italian Africa) did not 
change their relationship with the EEC (with the exception of Algeria 
which ceased to benefit from financial aid). Though the Association 
also englobed - and continues to englobe - dependent and semi-dependent 
territories in Africa, the Pacific, the Caribbean and the Indian Ocean, 
the relationship with independent Africa is the more important. 

Renewal of the first Association expiring in 1963 was held 
up for a full year mainly by the Federal Republic of Germany and The 
Netherlands who insisted on the temporary character of an Association 
with only a limited group of privileged developing countries. This 
action was due partly to the fact that the non-French European countries 
considered they did not get an equal share out of the Association (the 
French, being historicallY fir.mly established in most of the African 
countries, obtained over 50 per cent of the value of all contracts 
awarded under the first Association treaty), partlY to a genuine 
awareness of the need to open up the European consumer markets for 
all developing countries alike; pressures exerted by the U.S. and 
the forces that led to the creation of UNCTAD did pl~ a role in this 
context. 

2. Association Agreement 1964-69 

The second Association was designed as a step towards the 
achievement of fuller economic independence by the eighteen associated 
African countries through a complex system which would help them 
gradually to adapt their exports to the lower world market price levels 
and to encourage diversification efforts. Total financing available 
for independent Africa and Madagascar was $730 million ($620 million 
grants, $110 million loans including European Investment Bank (EIB) 
funds), $593 million was for the financing of economic and social 
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investments and technical assistance, $137 million for price support 
_and subsidies, mainly for agricultural inputs. This second treaty 
also bore the marks of an agreement with independent countries. .An 
institutional framework was established wherein African and European 
governments and parliamentarians would meet and set the course for 
development policies. 

3. Association Agreement 1970-75 

At the end of the second Association period (mid 1969) most 
of the objectives put into the second Association treaty to bring the 
African countries to economic independence were not achieved to a 
satisfactor,y degree primarilY because the ability of the African states 
to make such achievements had been grossly overestimated in the wake 
of their independence and, further, because the executive arm of the 
EEC did not have the skill or the manpower to work out in the frame
work of the aid program the strategy such a course of action would 
require. Consequently, the associated countries were on the whole 
no better off than before, in many instances the contrar.y was the 
case as a result of declining producer prices, political unrest, a 
continued lack of adequately trained staff and of a number of issues 
more specific to one or another country. Also, as a result of a 
levelling off in the volume of aid from France, the ability of the 
African countries to survive without substantial - even increased -
European financial support on grant terms appeared to be negligible 
for most of them. This had to be recognized b,y even the most ardent 
opponents of a third Association (Ge~, the Netherlands, now on 
some points also joined by !tea new treaty was hammered out 
for independent countries for $918 lion ($748 million grants, 
$170 million loans including ds) this time virtually without 
any special arrangement as to the use of these funds for the 
encouragement of diversification, price support, subsidies, etc. 
It was, however, hinted by some European parties to the agreement ~ 
that it was hoped to be the last Association which would include 
financial contributions and trade preferences for a small privileged 
group onlY. This third Association is now in the process of 
ratification and is expected to became effective in the second quarter 
of 1970, expiration will be not later than January 1975. 

4. Record of the Association Agreement 

- i - Finance 

The distribution of an important aJOOunt of EDF aid - during 
the period 1958 to late 1969 $1.1 billion in commitments (roughly $20 
per capita in the recipient countries) and $0.7 billion in disbursements 
(in addition by the European Investment Bank: $45 million commitments 
and $21 million disbursements) - has not prevented the economies of 
the combined associated African countries from remaining relatively 
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stagnant and highly vulnerable. Special programs, started by the EDF 
under the second Association and aimed at overcoming specific problems 
of the African countries (price support to compensate for the fact 
that they were forced to adapt to world price levels, programs for 
diversification, availability of loan funds), had only limited effect. 
The attempt to have the recipient countries participate in the manage
ment and the financing of projects supported by the EDF has virtually 
failed as it was found that to request considerable efforts in these 
fields from the Associates ver,y often resulted in substantial del~s 
in project execution. Recipient countries proved unable to maintain 
properly and often even to utilize investments if financed in too 
great a number, as has clearly been the case in the past. 

Though the distribution of its funds over the Associated 
countries is not rigorously predetermined, the EDF, due to its 
political motivation, has to respect certain rules of equity and 
cannot discriminate against ~ Associated countr,y on the grounds 
that no projects are available or feasible for financing. As a side 
effect, approval of projects can be given at a ver,y early stage, 
subsequently difficulties in preparing the project for execution 
often do occur and have a delaying effect on implementation, out of 
$425 million committed for project aid since mid-1964, onlY $115 
million has been disbursed in late 1969. 

Under the first Association, the EDF financed projects 
virtually irrespective of their rate of return. During the second 
Association, some tightening up of procedures could be observed, but 
there is still severe criticism of EDF 1s operations b,y several 
European governments and this has led to their insistence that 
sounder standards be applied to the examination of projects and that 
coordination with other donors should be stepped up. 

Consequently, the EDF which finances normally one hundred 
per cent of a project, often including preinvestment activities and 
always supervision of construction, says that it intends to adopt 
different standards for the financing of projects in .Africa. This, 
however, has also been stated on earlier occasions and it is extremely 
doubtful whether the EDF will be in a position to implement such a 
decision consistently. The Association is essentially a political 
arrangement and in the future, as in the past, there will be enormous 
pressure on the EDF to spend all the available funds, one way or 
another, within the designated period. 

- ii - Trade 

In the field of trade relations, the free trade area established 
between the EEC and the Associated countries gave the latter a consid
erable advantage, often labelled as discriminator.y, over the non-
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associated developing countries. The experience in this field is, 
however, that the Associated states have not been able to improve 
notably on their export earnings from the EEC area; in certain cases, 
their relative position as compared to other developing countries has 
even deteriorated (cf. annex 4). The worldwide preferential trade 
agreements already agreed upon by the EEC in the Kennedy Round 
negotiations and additional EEC outer tariff reductions which are 
now under preparation will not work out in favor of the African 
Associated states who are very critical of the EEC policy in this 
field. 

5. Prospects beyond 1975 

The future of the EEC development aid fund for Africa beyond 
1975 is difficult to predict. Amorig the European governments which, 
through the Council of Ministers (the Community's decision-making boqy), 
control the EEC administration, budget and policies, there remains 
a deep split between those who see the Association with Africa as a 
transitional solution (Germany, the Netherlands, to some extent Italy) 
and those (mainly France) who feel that it should be a permanent 
framework of European-African cooperation. 

There are conflicting trends with respect to the direction 
of aid, France favoring the financing of price support arrangements 
while other countries are pressing FED towards development project 
financing. 

The EEC executive, the Commission, is in favor of a 
continuation of the Association policy, if it were only to assure 
the continuation of the role it is pl~ing in the field of development 
aid. More :important, however, the European parliament, which is 
gradually acquiring more powers, is very firmly in favor of continuing 
and maintaining an association with Africa, though often merely for 
reasons of public relations. The outcome of the Association issue, 
however, will only be a side effect of the development of the EEC 
itself, because the weight carried by the relations with Africa is 
minor as compared to relations among the EEC states themselves. 

III. EDF Procedures 

The boqy responsible before the EEC Council of Ministers 
for the policy of EDF is the EEC Commission. Each of the Commission 
members supervises, with some of his colleagues, a particular activity 
of the EEC. Mr. Rochereau is President of the group supervising 
Development Aid. Dey-to-dey activities of the EDF are carried out 
in Brussels qy a staff of rougbly 50 under the directorship of 
Mr. Ferrandi who exercises very strong control over the organization 
and for him as well as for staff the approach to selection and study )j 
of projects is that relevant experience will always be superior to ~ 
analysis. Some support for research activities may be given by staff 
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from other departments. In Africa, EDF has at its disposal a great 
number (probably 150) of contractual foreign personnel: technical 
supervisors and authorizing officers, who close~ follow the execution 
of projects, call for tenders, award and sign contracts. 

Final decisions on the financing of projects proposed to 
EDF are made by a special committee under the Chairmanship of an 
EEC Commission representative, members are representatives from the 
six EEC member governments. Financing is either in grants (well over 
90 percent of the cases) or can be made in special loans (at interest 
rates of 1 to 3 per cent, repayment period of 17 to 40 years), depending 
on the type of project exclusivelY. For soft loans and with the start ) 
of the third Association also for grants out of EDF resources, the 
opinion of the European Investment Bank is required. Quite apart 
from that, the EIB handles, absolutely independently, its own hard 
funds for Africa (6 to 7 per cent interest, which may be reduced by 
an EDF interest subsidy, 10 to 20 years repayment) . It should be \ 
noted that the EIB does not succeed in putting to work all the hard 
funds it has at its disposal for Africa; during the second Association 
period, only US$ 45 million out of $ 70 million available could be 
committed due to a shortage of projects with an adequate rate of 
return. It is very doubtful indeed whether the EIB will be equipped 
to formulate in the future an opinion about all the projects submitted 
to it for advice qy the EDF. 

In discussionspreceding the third Association, several l 
governments urged the Fund to plan its activities "as much as possible" 
within the context of a programming of the economies of the Associated 
countries. It was therefore decided to make a series of retrospective 
and prospective studies on the economic development of the aid 
recipients in the EEC; very detailed studies will be carried out on 
some of the most important countries. In view of EDF 1 s limited manpower, 
it is envisaged that independent experts will be associated with this 
work that is being prepared qy the Commission's own services. 

Given the quality of planning in most of the African Associated 
states, the very limited manpower available in EDF to supervise this 
analytical work by consultants and the fact that EDF is dramatically 
short of a pipeline of projects and therefore presentlY already quite 
engaged in finding projects suitable for financing, in view also of 
EDF 1 s obligation to allocate the available funds within a rigid time 
horizon, there is doubt that mu.Ch of this analytical work will be 
completed in time to have a bearing on the Fund's financing policies 
under the present Association treaty. Our own economic work, on the 
other hand, should be of value to EDF in formulating its program. 

IV. Aid Coordination with EDF 

1. Past Coordination 

In the past EDF and Bank/IDA cooperation has taken place at 
the working level only, leading towards mutual briefings of staff on 
projects financed, in the pipeline or to be conceived. 

- --
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Back in 1964, there was the joint financing of two road 
_projects {Mauritania, Somalia), which has not contributed to the 
good understanding between the institutions, in particular among 
the engineering staff. A possible new joint operation in Somalia 
(Mogadiscio Port) is "Wl.der consideration. We are also discussing 
the joint financing of a highwey design study in West Africa. In 
some instances there has been an, informal, agreement on a 
repartition of tasks between the institutions (for example, in Rwanda 
where Bank/IDA covers the infrastructure sector and EDF the power 
sector); in others, some formal agreement for coordination is in 
preparation (Burundi and Rwanda, Congo K). We also send our economic 
reports and other relevant studies to EDF but we know that the use 
made of these documents has been rather limited in the past; there 
are signs that this is rapidly changing. 

EDF coordinates its activities ver,y closelY with the French 
bilateral aid agencies through monthly in-depth meetings. A some
what less elaborate coordination takes place separatelY with the 
German bilateral aid institutions. 

2. Desirabili~ of Future Coordination between Bank/IDA and EDF 

As indicated above, there are many pressures on EDF to ~ 
move away from projects in the social sector and towards the area 
of more directlY productive projects where financing could gradually 
be taken over by another type of institution, i.e., the European 
Investment Bank; this means, for the next five years, increased ~ 
competition on the African scene in the financing of projects of the 
type suitable for Bank financing. There is already abundant evidence 
of such competition in Dahomey, Mali, Senegal and Togo and other 
cases will follow once EDF has completed its action program on which 
it is presently working. 

An increased competition between Bank/IDA and EDF could 
have serious consequences such as: 

( i) A reduction in the total flow of aid to Africa. 

(ii) Inefficient utilization of Bank/staff resources. 
Time may be spent on the identification and 
preparation of projects many among which may in the 
final analysis, be financed by other organizations 
which will not insist on conditions which Bank 
staff have spent a good deal of t:ime to define. 

(iii) EDF financing of projects in Africa will be under
taken with more lenient conditions on institutional 
arrangements, organization, management, price policy, 
than the Bank would apply. EDF is not equipped to 
use leverage in these fields for technical and 
political reasons. 
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(iv) A smaller volume of Bank lending with consequent 
reduction of its leverage and role as economic 
advisor (also a role FED is not equipped to take 
over). 

We, as well as the countries receiving FED aid, are interested 
in max:un~zing the flow of FED resources since these resources are made 
available on more favorable terms even than those of IDA. In principle 
we should avoid Bank Group financing which will diminish the possibil-

whether there is a sufficient potential volume of good projects to '\/ 
ities of FED investment • The question which arises immediately is \ 

absorb the total aid available for the area in question for the period ~ 
1970-1975. Total resources at the disposal of EDF for investment 
and technical assistance in Associated Africa and Madagascar amount 
to $830 million, the EIB has an additional $90 million available. 
~is compares with the figure of roughly $980 million in our lending 
progr~~ the same period for the same colllltries. It would seem 
unrealistic to expect that all the 18 African countries in question 
..can _a , in an optimum fashion, their share in $2.0 billion project 
aid in five years if the projects are mainlY to be of the type until 
now financed by the Bank/IDA, which is also the type of project EDF 
and EIB are looking for. Though we are making substantial progress 
through identification and preparation work in increasing the number 
of feasible projects in Africa, the possibility of conflict or overlap 
with EDF and the EIB is a very real one. Only in a few countries 
(Congo (K), and to a lesser extent Ivor,y Coast, Madagascar) may the 
potential volume of projects be no major problem; the main issue here 
would be one of far-reaching coordination of policies and projects 
between the three agencies involved. However, most of the other 
smaller states which have inadequate programming and scarce resources 
are likely to experience difficulties in accommodating all potential 
lenders for the classical type of projects. 

The problems of potential overlap and competition would be 
resolved if there were to be a natural division of responsibilities 
between the European institutions and the Bank Group. We, as well 
as the recipient countries, have an interest in seeing FED resources 
used more wisely, and we must welcome FED's determination to direct 
its financing towards economic projects • We certainlY cannot pretend 
to reserve the 11 cream11 of projects for our financing, and FED, nor 
more than ourselves should be invited to subsidize projects of low 
economic priority. On the other hand, one must recognize that in 
maqy African countries because of limited opportunities, one must 
be prepared to accept a lower rate of return than would be the case 
in more promising areas of the world. There m~ be a reason for 
subsidizing inputs into agriculture, for the purpose of promoting 
the acceptance of inputs which are demonstrably economic even without 
subsidies. There are also recurrent expenditures of a developmental 
character which can be legitimate claimants of foreign aid. FED 
possesses more flexibility than the Bank in this respect and can 
play an extremely useful complementary role • FED can finance up to ( 
100 percent of project costs, including current inputs, technical 
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assistance, management supervision of projects by its field staff 
and consequently an ability to deal with smaller projects. All this 
suggests that while FED should not be urged to finance projects with 
low rates of return and even projects involving subsidies while we 
concentrate on projects with higher rate of return, there are comple
mentary roles which effective cooperation would make possible. 

3. Conclusions 

The foregoing indicates that, while the prospects for close 
and highly formal cooperation because of institutional and personality 
problems are limited, same major improvements can be brough about. 
The most promising course of action appears to us as follows. First, ) 
our economic reports on African countries can serve as a basis for 
discussions or diagnoses of needs and priorities. We should discuss 
with FED, on the basis of these reports, the development strategy 
that we should together try to pursue in each country or region. 

Second, within the context of such a discussion, we should 
try to reach some agreement on pre-investment studies that should be 
undertaken and on the particular projects which each of us could 
finance. It will, of course, be difficult to overcome the basic 
dilemma ~rising out of the fact that, if all available FED resources 
are to be effectively used, the scope for Bank Group financing may 
well be considerably more limited than we have so far envisaged. If, 
on this basis, our investment in FED-financed countries is likely 
to be rather small, we m~ well encounter serious difficulties in 
undertaking periodic basic investigations of the economies of these 
countries and to exert influence for the improvement of economic 
programs and policies. Basic economic studies, such as those the 
Bank is undertaking, impose a considerable burden on the governments 
of the countries in which the studies take place. They will be less 
disposed to cooperate with us in making these studies and to heed 
the recommendations contained therein if the Bank Group 1 s own 
f:inancial stake is very small. The only possible way of avoiding l 
this is to have FED indicate to the Government of the countries in 
question that it proposes to rely very heavilY on the Bank 1s analysis 
of their economic situation and problems. I rather doubt that FED 
is prepared to go this far, but it is worthwhile asking the question. 

I believe that if we can conduct such discussions with FED 
most problems of coordination for most of the countries concerned 
will be resolved, since we are carrying on similar discussions with 
FAC, and s:lrn3 the three of us represent the bulk of the lending for 
these countries. There are two countries, Congo (K) and perhaps the 
Ivory Coast where a more elaborate type of coordination such as 
consultative groups would be justified. FED has generally been 
reluctant to participate in such groups and would not take the initiative. 
The case for a consultative group is not clear for the Ivor.y Coast 
and the other major lender, France, is very cool to the idea. 
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There remains the question of joint financing. We think 
that such a possibility should be limited mainly to the fmancing 
of very large projects where a single lender would not be willing 

· to consider financing of the whole. In the case of joint financing 
with FED, the technique does not serve one of its primary purposes, 
the mobilization of more funds on better terms for the recipient 
country than would have otherwise been the case. Procedures of 
FED are fairly cumbersome and past experience has shown that joint 
financing operations led to substantial del~s and complications. 
FED also is not in favor of generalizing the practice but it is 
prepared to consider joint financing when demonstrable benefits can 
be shown for a recipient country. 
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EEC - Institutions 

It is the Commission's responsibility to work out and 
to implement - after decision qy the Council of Ministers -
common policies which should lead to the gradual establish
ment of a full Cammon Market. The Commission is the 
initiator of Community action and does have some specific 
executive powers. 

'Ihe Council takes policy decisions on the basis of 
proposals from the Commission. Since 1966, weighted 
majority voting is the general rule on Commission 
proposals, in other cases at least four countries have 
to agree on the matter under consideration (France, 
Ger.maQY, Italy have four votes each; Belgium, Netherlands, 
two votes each, Luxembourg, one vote). 

The Parliament consists of members elected from and 
qy the legislatures of the six member countries. The 
Commission must report annually to the Parliament 
which can oust them by a motion of censure on that 
report. The Parliament has to be consulted before 
certain specific decisions are taken. 

Though a part of the EEC with the same membership, the 
Bank has an independent legal personality and its own 
administration. Its activities which were origin~ 
limited to the territories of its member states have 
progressively extended to some of the countries associated 
with the EEC (Greece - though now temporarily suspended -, 
Turkey, the Associated African states and Malagasy) • 





ALGERIA BRIEF 

Economic and Political Situation 

1. The referendum of July 1, 1962 resulted in a vote for independence. 
Mr. Ben Bella was chosen Prime Minister, then President. He succeeded in 
suppressing an internal rebellion, but was deposed by Colonel Boumedienne 
in 1965, and is still detained without trial. In December 1967, a coup was 
attempted against Boumedienne which he successfully put down. The instigators, 
who were felt to have wide support, were tried and convicted in 1969 in a move 
that was interpreted as a show of political strength by the Government. 
Colonel Boumedienne is now in firm control and concentrating on party.reorgani
zation. The opposition is fragmented and the main leaders in exile. In the 
near future, the regime is expected to face little opposition and to concentrate 
on economic matters. Externally, France and the USSR will compete for influence. 
Algeriars attitude towards the US is likely to improve in view of the importance 
of the gas sales (see para. 12). 

2. The most recent Bank economic mission was in 1966 and its report 
is seriously out of date. The following comments are derived from the IMF 
consultation mission of September 1969 and several other sources. 

3. The economy has continued to improve under the impact of con-
tinuing reform. Government policy in the past had in the main focused 
on changing the institutional pattern; the emphasis now has shifted to 
improving efficiency in production, with better control over the use of 
resources. The results have been impr.essive; GNP grew at 6 percent in 
1967 and at 12 percent in 1968, reaching a level of $3.6 billion in the 
latter year. Increasing oil revenues helped this performance and they 
continue to be the main source of foreign exchange. Oil share of export 
earnings was 71 percent in 1968. In 1969, the cereal harvest was very 
good, an important oil discovery was made, new contracts signed by 
SONATRACH (State-owned oil enterprise) for American technical help, a 
new pipeline, a new oil refinery and for natural gas sales. Further 
expansion of oil exports will be limited by production capacity which is 
not expected to expand until 1972. 

4. In order to maintain a 6 percent growth rate, the Algerians 
plan to invest $5 billion over the next four years, 1970-73. Because of 
export limitations, external sources of financing will have to be sought. 
Over 50 percent of the planned new investment will be in industry, including 
petro-chemicals. Unemployment will remain a major problem with little 
improvement in the near future. The French oil agreements are to be 
renegotiated and the Algerians will be pushing for higher prices. The 
trade surplus and reserves should rise next year. 
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Relations between France and Algeria 

5. Relations since independence have been dominated by the desire of 
the French Government to keep a major oil producer within the French Franc 
Area. They have also been affected by a number of disputes, in particular 
on nationalization, trade, oil and admission of Algerian workers to France. 

6. Both France and Algeria seem to have agreed tacitly to shelve 
the dispute about the "biens vacantsn, the formerly French-owned properties 
abandoned at the time of independence and taken over in 1962. It is some
times reported that the French Government might consider indemnifying itself 
the former settlers. Negotiations on subsequent nationalizations, in parti
cular those made in 1966 and 1967, took place at various times with the 
French Government. A number of disputes relating to property owned by 
French public agencies were settled, and in a few cases such as banks, 
there was an agreement on the purchase price in advance of nationalization. 
As to the disputes still pending, no general evaluation and negotiation 
procedure was apparently agreed upon although some efforts were made on 
a case-by-case basis, most of them without success. 

7. France attempted without success to link renegotiation of the 
trade agreement with Algeria in 1968 with a settlement of nationalization 
issues. A list of expropriated firms was then submitted by the French 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs to the Algerian Government. We do not have 
this list. 

8. The sheer size of the possible claims against Algeria on expropriations 
creates both an administrative and financial barrier to resolution. The 
principle of compensation has been recognized in law by the Algerians, but 
the progress in treating specific cases is not known. However, it is 
reported a procedure for dealing with one mining case is being worked 
out, and that the Algerians are working on their own list of expropriated 
properties. The lack of records and information makes this extremely 
difficult. 

9. France was not in a position to import the quantities of wine 
agreed upon in 1964, forcing Algeria to find markets in Eastern countries 
at much lower prices. Entry of Algerian workers into France was also 
limited. These disputes resulted in a cooling of French-Algerian relations 
in 1967 and 1968, but France continued to provide technical and financial 
assistance of the order of $1·00 million a year. Since 1968 relations have 
improved as both countries showed more flexibility. An agreement was 
signed in October 1968 on the admission of Algerian workers. French oil 
companies raised royalty payments for exported crude and increased invest
ments for exploration. Foreign Minister Maurice Schumann visited Algeria 
in October 1969 and prospects for renegotiation on a number of problems, 
including oil and wine, appear relatively favorable. 
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10. Compensation for nationalized properties seems to remain the 
only question for which no settlement is in sight, but this does not 
appear to be now of major concern to the French Government. France 
remains Algeria's major trade partner and the large Algerian imports 
of equipment required for the investments planned during the next 
few years will continue to result in a sizeable trade surplus in favor 
of France, exceeding probably French financial assistance. 

The United States and Algeria 

11. The United States does not maintain for.mal diplomatic relations 
with Algeria. However, informal relations are ver,y active. Although 
at least one American oil company (Sinclair) has an unresolved dispute 
with the Algerians, Getty and El Paso have apparently come to agreement 
and others, Mobil and ESSO, are negotiating. The US State Department 
seems to accept the Algerian distinction between investments made 
before and after independence. It has not actively involved itself 
in the expropriation question, and seems to consider the Bank's position 
on this question as somewhat rigid. The Eximbank has under consideration 
a proposal to finance two Boeings for Air Algeria. Apparently the 
Algerians have dealt fairly with the American investors who came in 
after independence. Contractors and consultants seem eager to work 
in Algeria and there are no kno~complaints about the treatment 
received. 

12. A recent and important new development is the El Paso/SONATRACH 
venture, a massive scheme estimated to cost $900 million in which SONA
TRACH, the government oil enterprise, will b.u _ild and operate facilities 
to liquify natural gas which El Paso will ship to the American market. 
A sales contract, conditioned by the availability of financing for 
the investments, has been concluded, providing for Algerian sales to 
El Paso of $150 million a year for 25 years. The State Department 
seems .t9 favor this operation, but FPC approval must still be requesteld 
and apparentlyfthe American financial community, while interested in 
financing the Algerian portion of the scheme, would prefer World Bank 
participation. Eximbank has alrea~ been approached. According to 
State, Eximbank and New York bankers, the Bank should also expect 
to be approached by the Algerians. 

Relations between Algeria and the Bank 

13. A $20.5 million loan was made in 1964 to finance a gas liquidi-
faction plant (CAMEL). There were some operational difficulties during 
implementation, but the Algerians have been prompt with their repayments. 
The Bank, for its part, went out of its way to help the Algerians to 
transfer the seat of CAMEL from Paris. 

14. In 1966 a Bank economic mission visited Algeria, and some large 
industrial projects (pipeline and a fertilizer plant) were considered 
by the Bank. The Algerians were hoping that Bank financing would 
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enable them to develop their oil and petrochemical industry independently 
of the big international groups. However, ~~. Woods decided that the 
Bank could take only a token interest in the pipeline project and that 
substantial financial participation by an experienced foreign group 
was needed to insure successful management and marketing arrangements 
for the fertilizer project. 

15. In the spring of 1967, the Minister of National Econ~ told 
Mr. Woods that the conditions required by foreign groups to participate 
in the fertilizer project were too onerous. Mr. Woods declined to 
reconsider the Bank's position, and the ~unister issued a press release 
attacking the Bank. In the summer of 1967, the Bank tried to interest 
the Algerians in the preparation of several smaller projects (education, 
water supply, possibly agriculture). The Government's reaction was 
cool and its interest disappeared after the 1968 Annual Meeting, when 
the nationalization issue came to overshadow completely relations with 
the Bank. 

16. The Bank has, on various occasions, expressed the view to 
government officials that Algeria should make reasonable efforts towards 
a settlement of its many nationalization disputes and, as a first step, 
should inforlJl the Bank on the outstanding claims. In a memorandtun 
submitted during the 1969 Annual Meeting, .Algeria gave some information 
which, however, fell by far short of what we expected, andfClaimed that \' 
the Bank had no right to raise the issue and that the Bank's position was 
more rigi4 than that of the US and France, the two most interested countries 

17. France's position is ambiguous. At times it appeared to take 
the position that the claims of its nationals were part of the general 
Franco-Algerian claims and counter-claims and that the Bank should not 
be concerned with them. More recently, ~t represented that the claims U 
should be a matter of concern to the Bank, but that the Bank should lj 
treat this representation as confidential vis-a-vis the Algerians. 
This enables the French to maintain good relations with Algeria, but 
could become a major cause of embarrassment to the Bank, should we reach 
the conclusion that other compensation claims towards Algeria are not 
any more an obstacle to considering Bank lending. 

Conclusion 

18. The Bank has recently asked for clarification of the French 
position vis-a-vis Algeria and Bank lending there (see the enclosed 
memo from Mr. Knapp to Mr. Plescoff). As yet the French reaction is not 
known, but economic and political elements will both play a role in their 
reaction. 

(i) The French are unlikely to wish Bank intervention on behalf of 
any of their claims at a time when they are trying to develop 
a special role in the Mediterranean. 
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(ii) If some outside competing influence must develop in .Algeria, 
they probably would prefer the influence of the Bank to that 
of the US or the USSR. 

(iii) Mr. Pompidou, in his electoral campaign, had indicated he was 
thinking the French Government should itself compensate some 
claims, but it is unlikely that the Goverrunent would be quite 
prepared to endorse the substantial financial responsability 
which would logically follow a complete renunciation of the 
expropriation claims. 

(iv) Substantial Bank financing in Algeria would bring a welcome 
contribution to the French balance of payments, since about 
a quarter of Algeria's imports come from France. 

19. Even if the French Government were to withdraw its complaints 
and urge the Bank to lend, the Bank would still need to overcome the 
problem of complaints by private parties. Since the potential compen
sation payments would be quite large, the Algerians would probably 
enter into serious discussions with the Bank on this question only if 
the potential Bank financing were very substantial. In the Algerian 
context, only industrial projects would provide an opportunity for 
such financing. This would imply a reversal of the position taken by 
Mr. Woods in 1966 on the need for substantial foreign participation in 
large scale industrial projects. The Algerian success since the~ in 
managing large projects, especially by SONATRACH their national oil 
comp~, by buying technical assistance and management expertise when 
necessar,y, would seem to justify considering such reversal. 

20. If the Bank were prepared to consider large scale industrial 
projects in Algeria, the El Paso/SONATRACH joint venture would be the 
first to present itself. All indications are at present that the Bank 
inte.rvention is wanted by El Paso and the State Department by choice, 
and the Algerians by necessity. Precisely because of the US interest, 
the French are probably unenthusiastic about this scheme, and it might 
be useful to explore not only the French attitude regarding the compen- ~ 
sation issue, but also whether there is any large-scale project in Algeria 
of interest to the French and in which Bank financing might be contemplated 

Europe, !vfiddle East and North Africa Department 
March 10, 1970 



TO: 

FRQM: 

SUBJECT: 

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT I INTERNATIONAL BANK FO R I INTERNATIONAL FINANCE 
ASSOCIATION RE CON STRUCTI ON AND D E VELO ~ . ENT CORPORATION 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
~ \ t ,. 

DECLASSIFIED oAT~: Files Harch 10, 1970 

John A. Kmg<Jttf\ APR ·0 2 2013 CONFIDENTIAL 

WBGARCIDVES 
~lgeria - Compensation Issues 

On Februar-_y 25 and 26, 1970 meetings were held in Mr. Knapp's office·, 
attended by Ivlessrs. Knapp, Broches, Demuth, Benjenk, Delaume, Springuel and 
King, to consider the reply to be made to the Finance l·tinister 1 s letter of 
September 29, 1969 and to consider the position to be taken by the Bank with 
respect to France in relation to the disputes over compensation, particularly 
the French desire to have its concern over these · issues be treated as con
fidential by the Bank. 

The most important ne1·1 element was the long-term sales contract for 
liquified gas made between El Paso Natural Gas and SONATRACHo The carr.ying 
out of this contract would require large invesbnents (i) by El Paso in the 
United States in gassification plants, port facilities and the like, (ii) by 
both El Paso and SONATRACH in vessels for trahsporting LPG, and (iii) by 
SONATRACH in Algeria for additional transmission and liquefaction facilities. 
The foreign exchange compo:i1ent of Algeria r s investment 1vas estimated at $250 
million. It appeared that El Paso Natural Gas would have no serious problems 
raising the funds for the construction of the facilities in the United States, 
but Algeria apparently was having difficulties in finding the foreign exchange 
financing for its facilities to be constructed in Algeria. There vrere in
dications, hoHever, that American institutional investors would be prepared to 
assist Algeria if the Bank particir~ted: the Bank 1s participation being con
sidered as an umbrella for the political risks. Representatives of Shearman 
and Sterling were expected to visit the Bank during the first week of March 
on behalf of El Paso (and perhaps indirectly Algeria) to provide information 
concerning the proposed transaction and to seek clarification of the Bank's 
position. 

There was some discussion of vJhat the Bank's position tovrard Algeria 
should be, assuming that the compensation issues could be satisfactorily 
disposed of. The consensus 1-ras that in recent years Algeria had strengthened 
its administration, had shovm a sincere interest in development, and had 
enjoyed good grm,Jth rates. It v.ras felt that this was an important country 
with very considerable potential for development as viell as for leadershipj 
therefore it 1-:ould be constructive for the Bank to be operating there. At the 
same time, it seemed clear that Algeria Has not interested in small operations 
of the kind that had been considered a fe'-v years ago; Algeria -vmuld, .ho1,rever, 
be interested in a substantial loan jn the petroleum or petro-chemical field. 
A figure of $50 million was suggested. · 

The Bank 1 s position vis-a-vis France lvas also discussed . There was clear 
agreement that the Bank could no longer accept France's two-faced approach 
to the compensation issue which put the Bank in the position of bejng more 
strict than France, the injured party. In addition, it v.ras pointed out that 

· there appeared to be differences in the attitudes of the Foreign Ministry and 
·the Treasury vJith respect to compensation issues and that these differences 
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probably could be resolved only at the highest political level. Mr. McNamara's 
visit to Paris in March provided a useful opportunity for getting prompt 
consideration of these ·issues at an appropriate level. It was conceivable that 
under these circumstances France might take the position that all the disputes 
over compensation were appropriate for intergovernmental negotiations and not a 
concen1 of the Bank. At the minimum it was expected that France would put some 
of the disputes, such as those relating to the "biens vacants" and expropriated 
land, . in this categ~r.y. 

There was a brief discussion of the U.s. position. Mr. Knapp noted 
that the apparent lack of concern about these issues at the operating levels 
in the State Department might not, in the last analysis, represent the 
official U.S. position. On the other hand, it 'tvas pointed out that most of 
the U.S. claims conceyaed the large oil companies who constituted something 
of a special case and who in general preferred resolving disputes through 
direct negotiations rather than relying on the U.S. goven1ment. 

It was agreed (i) that a memorandum would be prepared from Mr. Knapp to 
Mr. Plescoff which would attempt to make the French clarif.y their position 
before Mr. McNamara's visit and (ii) that after the French reply had been 
studied the nature of a communication to the Minister would be reviewed. 
Two alternatives were considered (drafts of both are attached), but there was 
considerable support for one which ignores the Minister's letter of last 
Sep"Gember and simply proposes nevr discussior s be·vween t.he Bank and Algeria. 

Attachments 

/ 
Cleared with and cc: Messrs. Springuel and Delaume 
cc: Messrs. Knapp o/r, Broches, Demuth, Benjenk o/r. 
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(This draft is subject to rev1s1on 
in the light of the meeting between 

. Shearman and Sterling and the Bank 
next week.) · 

DRAFT . 
JAKing/mt 
Februar,y 28, 1970 

•' 

(Revised to take into account the comments 
of Messrs. Knapp and Broches) 

Dear Mr. Minister: 

I have read with interest the co~nunication attached to your letter 

of Septer.1ber 29, 1969, concerning Algerian pol~cy with respect to the 

various nationalizations which have occurred since Algeria became a 

sovereign state. I would like to express a few thoughts which came to 

me as I read your communication. 

It seems to me that some of the positions taken in the communication 

are based on misconceptions of the Bank's attitude and objectives. The 

Bank does not question the sovereign right of Algeria to nationalize 

properties 1vithin its borderse It. me:rely says that such actions :rr~y have 

consequences outside its borders and that the Bank is concerned, in Algeria's 

interest as we see it, with these conse,_quences and their effect on Algeria, 

in particular on its capacity to raise capital abroad for :investment. In A -

more general sense, the Bank's interest in these disputes arises out of its 

character as a cooperative institution including both the developing and 

the developed countries. 

The communication devotes considerable time to setting fo rth Algeria's 

view "tvi th respect to "les biens vacants 11 and to the regime of real property. 

The Bank certainly does not question the right of Algeria to reorganize . its 

r egime of real property and considers any dispute relating to "les biens 

vacants" and to expropriated land to be a rna tter of concern only to Algeria 

and France. 

The Bank has very incomplete information on other disputes over com-

pensation. I want to make quite clear, how·ever , that the Bank 's concern with 

r= 
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questions of compensation has never led the Bank to require that all 

d~sputes be settled before the Bank can undertake operations in the countr,y 

in question; the Bank does want to be satisfied, however, that the 

country ~s taking reasonable steps to resolve these disputes. The Bank's 

requests for more information arose from its desire to determine whether 

or not Algeria was taking such steps. Algeria, given the complexities 

of its situation, may well be taking reasonable steps to resolve these 

disputes, but with the information now available to us, we are unable to 

_come to any judgment. 

I therefore welcome the staten1ents at the conclusion of your com-

munication that the goverrunent departments are now working on inventories 

of disputes and procedures for fixing and paying compensation, and I hope 

that you will be in a position to communicate these findings to the Bank 
I 

in the near future so as to permit it to make the judgments referred to above. 

-



Dear Mr. Minister: 

A- •• AFT 
JAKing/mt 
February 26, 1970 

Some time has JX'l ssed sine e I have had the pleasure of talki!1g to you 

and even more since the Balik has had close cont.=tcts rrl.th Algeria. During 

that time a. number of changes have occurred, including a change of Director 

of the Ba!lk 1 s Ellrope, Middle East and North Africa Department. 

Though our kno1·rledge is not first-hand, we understand that Algeria has 

made notable strides :in recent years in improving its administration and in 

encouraging ~co nomic grcn-rth in a numbar of sectors. llie Bank would like to 

be better informed concerning these important developments. 

Under a}l the circumstances, I think it. \'lOUld be highly c.k~td .. ra.blc if 

.' 

Mr. 1-iun:i.r Benje:ak, the nev1 Directcr of tho Europe, Hiddle East and North Africa 

Dep~rtment 1-.r~:.J.rr1 you u ... ndoubtc:11.y rcmlt?mber a.s the Loan Officer for Algeria . S{':il8 

. . ' . 

years age, naid a vJsj-t, ·~) Algeria j;~~ .~~h8 :~-..car futur~ . .L0r infornn.1 discu~~i.on8 
- f t . . 

with you .and Yl.''J. :c -co1le~~-gt~t:~3. I ~~·-..:ld apprt3ciate hs.ving your react,ion to 

this. prop~sal. 
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TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

. . 

·- ···"'i' · .. , . . __ ,::. :.. Ji-~~ ~ • Tt:rt,'AT! NX aA, K Fo ;:; 1 INTE R1'1AT !ONAL FJNAN c~------
Ass o ciATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CO RP ORATION 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
~tt. George · Plescoff DATE:March 2, 1970 

J. Burke Knapp ;f;,t 
Algeria - Comp~ion 

I \ 
for Nationalized Properties 

• You will recall that, during the last year or so, we have had a 
number of discussions about the concern of the French Goverru~ent over 
the failure of the Algerian Government to pay compensation for the 
French-owned properties expropriated by Algeria. In my memorandum of 
June 26, 1969, I summarized the steps which the Bank had taken since 
1966 to encourage the Algerians to make reasonable efforts to resolve 
these disputes through intergovernmental negotiations_, __ arbitration or 
otherwise. I pointed out at that time that lack -of ~ueiailed informa- ~ 
tion prevented the Bank from identifying the crucial issues and from 
defining the precise steps which would constitute reasonable efforts 
·on the part of the Algerians. At the most recent Annual Meeting we · 
again raised the compensation issue with the Algerians • 

In dealing with Algerian authorities, bo"'·Tev:er, the Bank has been 
handicapped by your request that the Bank treat the French concern over 
this ±ssu.e as confidential. I believe the time has come when -the Bank 
can no longer be effective in discussing these issues with the Algerians 
without being able to pass on to the Algerian authorities the French 
position both generally and with respect to which of the issues your 
Government believes it appropriate to reserve intergovernmental 
negotiations. - for 

' On the basis of information now available to us, it seems possible 
to distinguish among several categories of ·claims: for example, those 
relating to (i) expropriated land, (ii) other expropriations relating 
to "biens vacants", (iii) other expropriations arising out of"security 
considerationsu in the aftermath of th~ War, (iv) other substantial 
individual investments, perhaps to be subdivided between those made 
·before and those made after Independence (though we are not aware of 
any disputes in the latter category involving France). It would be 
helpful for the Bank to know whether France believes that any distinc- · 
tions should be drawn between disputes in these various categories (or 
other similar categories), and in addition to know which of these 
disputes France would consider to be a matter exclusively for inter
gover~ental negotiations between France and Algeria. In order to 
make a considered judgment on the nature, size and merits of the dis
putes between French interests and Algeria it would be helpful if you 
could arrang·e for us to receive all pertinent information available to 
your authorities, at least with respect to those claims which you do 
not feel -~hould be reserved for intergovernmental negotiation. 

Inasmuch as we expect that Mr. McNamara will be discussing, among 
other matters in Paris, possible Bank operations in North Africa, I · 
would hope it might be possible for you to give me, before this visit, 
at least a preliminary reaction of your authorities to the issues of 
principle raised in this memorandum. 
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.To: Mr •. Georges · Plescoi'.f · ' . DATE: June 26, 1969 
. . I ~;. 

_ FROM : J . Burke Knapp CONFIDENTIAL 

'sUBJ ECT: Algeria - National i zations and Expropriations . . DEC.LASSIFIED ·. ·· 

. .. . . ~ ... 

.. 

.APR 0 2 2013 
. . WBG ARCHIVES 
. 1. You recently expressed to me the French Government's concern 
r egarding the failure of the Algerian Government to pay con~ensation on 
French-owned expropriated properties in Algeria. The present -memorandum 
summarizes t~e Bank position on this issue. No progress has been made 
since we spoke. I would appreciate it if you could keep us informed of 
any progress that might be made on the part of France in its discussions · 
with Algeria on these properties. 

2. As far back as the 1.966 Bank-Fund Annual Meeting, the Bank policy 
·on nationalization and expropriation was explained to the Algerian delega
t i on. At that time, t~e Bank understood that the Algerian authorities were 
negotiating with the French Government on compensation for French property 
nationalized during the Algerian war and immediately after. It was expected 
t hat some settlement would be arrived at between t.h£1 two goverrnnents.. The ,,. 
Algerian delegation stated that wherever compensation had been promised, 
Algeria would honor the promise. The Bank took favorable note of this 
attitude and mentioned the International Center for the Settlement of 
Investment Disputes (ICSID) as a possible source of help. Lack of 
detailed information, however, prevented the Bank from identifying all 
the specific issues arising from nationalization of property and therefore 
from defining the precise steps that Algeria would have had to take to ' 
satisfy the Bank's requirements. In general, however, the Bank made it 
clear that before lending to Algeria, it would have to be satisfied that 
negotiations for compensation were in progress and that reasonable efforts 
towards settlement were being made .with a .good chance of success. 

3. . During the ·subsequent two years, the Aleerian Government nation-
alized additional properties and negotiated on this and rolated issues at 
various times with the French Government, and with some n~n-French O\-mers. 
At the 1968 Annual ·Meeting, the Algerian delegation rep'eated that whenever 
compensation had been .promised, Algeria would pay it. The delegation added~ 
t hat a large ~art of the disputes, those relating to property owned by . · ~, 
French p~blic lagencies, had been settled through negotiations with France 
and, that, in :a few cases (such as banks) there had been agreement on the 
pUrchase price in advance of nationalization. As to the disputes that 
were still pending, the delegation indicated that the basis for evaluation 
would be. either the market price of the shares or the capitalized estimated 
future profits of the enterpri~e •. ~o general evaluation and negotiation 

·. · procedure had been implemented up to t~en but efforts had been made on a . 
case-by-case basis. In certain cases, admi~tedly f~w and1unapec1fied, an 
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.c· 
Mr. Plescoff 

agreement on compensation had been res.ched. In other cases the negotiations 
had failed; this had happened with the mines, whose owners could not agree 
with the Government on the methods of evaluating the assets~ In a third 

·group of cases, negotiations had not even .begun beca~se . it seemed that the 
enterprises preferred to press their claims with France rather than with 
.Algeria. 

4. It was again pointed out to the Algerian delegation at the. 1968 
Annual Meeting that unsettled claims for nationalized property could be 
a serious obstacle to Bank lending to Algeria. The delegation asked 
whether the settlement of such claims was a pre-condition of any J~nk 
lending. · We replied that in view of the lack of information in the Bank 
as to the number and magnitude of the claims involved, we could not· give 
a definitive answer to their question. The Algerian representative·s 
were therefore requested to provide to the Bank a dossier on the E:tatus 
of these claims. They agreed to do so and members of the Bankta staff 
1~0 visited Algiers in October 1968 and in January 1969, in .connection 
with the CAMEL Project, took the occasion to discuss further with the 
Algerian authorities the kind of information which the Bank hoped to 
receive. In January the Algerians .promised to send the report to the 
Bank before the end of March 1969, but in fact no information has yet ,,. 
been received. ·, 

5. I may add .that, as you will note from the MOnthly Operational 
Summary which is distributed to Executive Directors, there are no projects 

- · · in Algeria that have rea9hed a stage of serious consideration in the Bank • 
. . : . . . . . I :. . . . , . . i : . . . . .·· : , . . 
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FRANCE 

RECENT ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENTS AND PROSPECTS 

1 • General Background 

France's economic and financial situation is undergoing a process 
of adjustment following the economic and social disturbance of May 1968, 
which interrupted a long period of fairly high economic growth combined 
with financial balance. The major objective of the authorities at this 
juncture is to maintain an acceptable rate of growth while disinflating 
the economy and restoring external balance. 

During the period 1 960-1 967 France achieved an average annual rate 
of growth of GDP in real terms of about 5.4 percent and maintained a strong 
balance of payments position and relative financial stability. During 
the last two years economic developments were overwhelmingly influenced 
by the strikes in the second half of May 1968 and the devaluation of the 
franc by 11.1 percent on August 10, 1969. The wage increases which followed 
the strike wave far outdistanced productivity growth. The authorities aimed 
at first at keeping the price rise and the deterioration of the current 
balance of payments within tolerable limits. Strong inflationary expectations 
and speculative capital outflows during the post-strike period threatened, 
however, the parity of the franc and induced the French authorities to adopt 
a series of measures in the monetary, fiscal, and foreign exchange fields. l/ 

In May-June 1969, when it became apparent that the measures taken in 
the second half of 1968 were inadequate to secure the necessary slowdown 
of domestic demand and restore confidence in the franc, further steps were 
taken to achieve monetary and fiscal balance. However, the authorities 
eventually found it necessary to devalue the franc. After . the devaluation 
measures have been taken to prevent excessive price rises from undermining 
confidence in the new rate. In doing so the authorities, however, have been 
constrained by the problem of avoiding an overdose of financial discipline 
which would stifle the resumption of healthy economic grounds. 

2. Production and Demand (See Table 1) 

Under the pressure of high domestic and foreign demand the growth 
of GDP in real terms in 1969 was 8 .J percent compared with 4.2 percent in 
1968. This was accompanied by a large balance of payments deficit which 
at $1.7 billion was, however, much smaller than in 1968. 

The exceptionally high demand pressure in 1968 continued to be 
strong in the first half of 1969 despite the measures of restraint. The main 

l/ In detail these measures consisted of adopting stricter budget and 
monetary measures, intensifying price surveillance, extending exchange 
controls, imposing temporarily quantitative restrictions on imports 
(notably electrical household goods, iron and steel products and motor 
vehicles) and subsidizing exports and export credits. 
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expansionary force was fixed business investment which rose by 9.5 percent in 
real terms in 1969 following an increase of 5.9 percent in 1968. Consumer 
spending also remained strong during 1968 and in the first three quarters of 
1969. In the fourth quarter of last year, however, the rate of increase 
declined sharply to 0.8 percent -- about half the rates recorded in each of 
the preceding two quarters. This recent weakening of consumer demand despite 
the continuing rapid rise in wages is attributed partly to measures of financial 
restraint, such as limitations on consumer credits, but partly also to the 
introduction of attractive savings incentives. 

3. Prices and Wages (See Table 1) 

In 1968 the May events initiated rapid wage increases which amounted 
for the period January - October to about 13 percent for the manufacturing and 
service sector and up to 19 percent for the local government sector. The 
wage rise in 1969 continued to be relatively rapid with an annual rate of 
slightly over 8 percent between January and July. The comparatively modest 
price increase during 1968 is mainly attributed to the strict measures imposed 
by the French authorities to restrain the adjustment of prices to wage 
increases. In 1968 retail prices rose by about 5 percent and the increase of 
the consumer price index was even less. In the first half of 1969, retail 
prices rose at an annual rate of nearly 6 percent. 

The rather inflationary period since May 1968 followed a period of 
relative modest price increases during 1960 to 1967 when the price rose 
only by an average annual rate of 3.6 percent. 

4. The Balance of Payments (See Table 2) 

In 1968 the balance of payments showed a deficit of $3.2 billion of 
which $1.0 billion is attributed to the current account and $2.1 billion to 
the capital account. In 1969 the current account deteriorated further and 
registered an estimated deficit of $1.7 billion whereas the deficit of the 
capital account declined to about $0.2 billion. This should be seen against 
the background of earlier years of the 1960s when France's current account 
showed an average surplus of about $600 million for every year except 1964 
for which a small surplus of about $100 million occurred. 

Since devaluation a marked improvement has been exhibited by the trade n 
balance. This is shown by quarterly data. Seasonally adjusted, the ratio of 
exports (f.o.b.) to imports (c.i.f.), which had gradually deteriorated from 
96.5 percent in the first quarter of 1968 to 83.4 percent in the third quarter 
of 1969, rose sharply to 90 percent in the fourth quarter despite the negative 
effect of the devaluation on foreign exchange export receipts. 

The small net deficit on capital account for the year as a whole was 
the result of a large capital outflow in the first half of 1969 and a net 
inflow in the second half following the franc devaluation. The inflow 
especially in the fourth quarter was also partly the result of the change in 
parity of the Deutsche Mark which induced a reflow of funds into France. 
Preliminary calculations suggest that this net capital inflow in the fourth 
quarter exceeded the current account deficit leading to a small overall 
balance of payments surplus. 
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5. The Budgetary and Monetary Policy (See Table 3) 

The budgetary policy adopted in 1968 and continued in 1969 was directed 
on the one hand to restrain consumers demand and on the other side to alleviate 
the burden imposed on enterprises through production losses and large wage 
increases. On balance, however, the deficit increased. In 1968 measures such 
as subsidies and tax relief used to check the impact of wage rises on prices, 
fixed enterprise investments, and exports, increased the deficit of the central 
government to about F 10 billion compared with a deficit of about F 5 billion a 
year earlier. For 1969 preliminary figures indicate a much smaller deficit 
of about F 3.5 billion. 

Monetary policy measures, too, were directed to restrain consumption 
and also to contain the capital outflow. This led to a pronounced tightening 
of money market conditions which is also reflected by successive increases in 
the discount rate from 3.50 percent in the first half of 1968 to 8.0 percent 
in the last quarter of 1969. However, the authorities took other measures to 
stimulate business investment and exports as well as alleviate liquidity 
difficulties of enterprises resulting from the production losses and wage 
increases. 

6. Prospects for 1970 

The development of the French economy in the year ahead is more than 
usually difficult to assess given the exceptional development in the past 
year and the uncertainty about the effects of the devaluation of the franc 
and also of the revaluation of the Deutsche Mark. The outline of the prospective 
development as given below is based on the forecasts of the OECD and the 
French authorities, both of them stress that any assessment of trends must be 
highly tentative. 

For 1 970 a slow growth of GDP in real terms from the 8.3 percent 
level in 1969 to aro d 4.0 ercent is expected. The increase in total fixed 
investment is estimate about 5.5 percent in real terms. Private consump
tion is expected to rise by 3.5 percent and public consumption by 1 percent. 
Altogether, domestic demand is expected to increase by about 4 percent in 
1970. 

The Fren a~u"ties expect exports to increase by about~ercent 
and imports r 3.4 ercent in real terms leaving the trade ~~with 
a surplus o ~0.7 i on and the current account with a surplus of $0.3 billion 
in 1970. Th velopments imply that the ratio of exports (f.o.b.) to imports 
(c.i.f.) would reach the 93 percent target adopted by the Government last year. 
No qualified forecasts of capital movements are made. However, the French 
authorities are confident that the capital inflow would increase as the current 
account gradually improves and they look forward to an overall balance of 
payments surplus which might reach the figure of around $1 billion. 

For the development of prices an~a s it is assumed that the pace of 
price increases would slow down to abou 4 . cent whereas wage rates in the 
non-agriculture sector would rise by abo rcent. 
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On the whole, it ·should be considered that 1970 will be a year of 
continuing effort to curb inflationary developments by means of tight monetary 
and budgetary policies as well as by direct controls in the field of prices 
and at the same time to achieve an acceptable rate of growth. This is a very 
delicate and difficult task. It is still too early to judge how close the 
actual outcome will be to the target indicated above for the major magnitudes 
of the French economy. 

DEVELOPMENT FINANCE STUDIES 
February 20, 1970 
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Table 1: Output, Demand, Prices 

(percentage change in real 
(billions of terms at annual rates) 
u.s. dollars) !I ]:_/ 

1968 1968 1969 1970 

Gross domestic product 126.5 4.2 8.3 4.0 

Total final domestic demand 
Private consumption 77.1 4.4 7.1 3.5 
Public consumption 16.1 3.5 5.3 1.0 
Gross fixed investment 31.9 5.9 9.5 5.5 

Total 125.1 4.8 7.7 4.0 

Exports of goods 17.3 11.1 18.1 17.2 
Imports of goods 17.5 12.1 25.8 3.4 

Prices GDP 4.3 6.8 4.8 
Export prices 0.3 4.7 5.0 
Import prices 0.4 5.0 5.4 

1968 1969 
I II III IV I II III IV 

Discount rate 3.50 3.50 5.00 6.00 6.00 7.00 7.00 8.00 

Government bond yield 5.81 5.87 5.91 5.86 6.04 6.42 6.53 n.a. 

Wages hourly rates (1963=100) 134 139 146 149 149 159 155 n.a. 

Consumer prices (1963=100) 115 116 117 120 122 123 125 n.a. 

Exchange rate 4.937 F per US dollar; since Aug. 10, 1969 5.554 F 

1/ Estimates 
""jj Forecasts 

Source: Projet de Loi de Finances pour 1970 and IFS, February 1970. 

per us dollar. 



Table 2: France - Summary Balance of Payments 
with Non-Franc Area on Transactions 
Basis ]) 

(in millions of U.S. dollars) 

1968 1969 1970 
.. 

Current Account -150 
Trade -150 -900 700 
Service -400 -550 )-400 
Transfers -450 -250 ) 

Total -1,000 ;..1,700 300 

Capital Account 
Long-term -700 250 
Short-term -1,400 -450 

Total -2,100 -200 

Adjustments ]:_/ -100 150 

Monetary Movements -3,200 -1,750 

);./ Rounded. 

]:_/ Includes the net surplus on "merchandise abroad". 

Source: Data for 1968 and 1970 were provided by the French 
authorities; data for 1969 were partly estimated 
by IMF staff. 



Table 3: Central Government Budget 

1968 1969 1970 
(Revised) (Revised) (Initial) 

(In billions of French francs) 

Ordinary Budget 
Receipts 
Expenditures 

Deficit (-) or Surplus (+) 

Loans and Advances 
Receipts 
Ex:p endi tures 

Deficit(-) or Surplus (+) 

126.0 
132.5 

-6.5 

1.9 
5.0 

-3.1 

Special budget accounts (net) -0.1 

Overall deficit (-) or surplus 
(+) -9.5 

145.5 156.4 
147.2 154.4 

-1.7 +2.0 

1.7 1.1 
3.4 3.0 

-1.7 -1.9 

-0.1 

-3.5 +0.1 

Source: Ministere de 1 'Economic et des Finances, 
1968 Statistiques et Etudes Financieres, 
1969 Projet de Loi de Finances Rectificative pour 1969, 
1970 Projet de Loi de Finances pour 1970. 

1970 
(Initial) 

(In billions of 
U.S. dollars) 

28.16 
27.80 

-+{). 36 

0.20 
0.54 

-0.34 

-f{). 02 

DEVELOPMENT FINANCE STUDIES 





POINTS OF I1TTEREST TO FRANCE IN RESPECT TO BANK GROUP OPERATIONS IN FRENCH AFRICA _. 

Morocco 
~ :r.-~ ;;1( ~ 11.>,_,) 
. ~~)~7~~:a~~· 

• Bank/IDA lending: Annual average FY 64-68: $11.2 M . . - . I 
Annual average FY 69-73: $52.1 M . 
Projects approved 7/1/68 

to 3/6/70: $83.3M 
• French contractors are building the dam under the 1Sebou irrigation project ($46 M) • 
• Classified as A ceuntry for country economic missions. 

Tunisia 
• Bank/IDA lending: 

- 7 

· Annual average FY 64-68: $10.6 M ~~
Annual average FY 69-73: $39.4 M 
Projects. approved 7/1/68 

to 3/6/70: $51.3 M 
• Classified as A country for country econ~mic missions. 

Cameroon . 
Bank/IDA lending: Annual average FY 64-68: $ 3.7 M 

Annual average FY 69-73: $16.7 M 
Projects approved 7/1/68 

t.___ to ·3/6/70: $30.4 M 
~. Two, 'rojects jointly financed with France: . 

(i) ~~~il palm (Bank 7 .9M and France 3.6M t:""Ac) , ~ ~ /)\ 
(ii}-water supply (Bank S.OM and France 1.6M~~) · 

~ Nearly all of our operations depend ·on pre-investment studies executed by French 
consultants (out of 9 recent studies, 3 have been ~inanced by France and 3 by 

/ 
t~e Bank). · ,. ( ~ ., . ""' ) 1 ~ _ __,-./_ IJ~ ~ ~ .. lv ~ ·I: -/_ 

.. py?L>·~H. ,,._.)'- 'v ~~ r, )' r ..,_ <~ 
~~ ' -- . . ( 

IDA lending: None prior to FY 69 
Annual average FY 69-73: $8.2M 
Projects approved 7/1/68 

to ·3/6/70: $5.9M 
• Secondary/technical education project fina ced by IDA ($1.8M) in Pi 69 was 

jointly wi h . France ($1.65 ) -~- 'C..-4 ; ~~·~~-
.~ ~--:\ ·~~(~) <-./~~~?;. 

Congo B - f I • r· - l 

.• Bank/I~A lending: Annual average FY. 64-68: $ 6.0M · 
Annual average FY 69-73: $10.2M 
Projects approved 7/1/68 

to 3/6/70: $ .6M 
• Congo Potash Company jointly financed in FY 67 (Bank $30M; semi-public French 

sources $36M) 
.• Continued lending in a disturbed political situation meets French objectives 

of maintaining Congo's regional transport links and support for moderate elements. 

Dahomey 
lending • Bank ,'·· or to FY 69 

./. 
/ · 

nnua average FY 69-73: $5.4M 
Projects approved 7/1/68 

to 3/6/70: $4.6M 
Grand Hinvi (oil palm) project jointly financed by IDA and France ($4.6 each in FY 69). 
In economic pol.icy discussions with Government, Bank has supported French position . 
as regards the poor condition of publ fi in Dahomey and wh~t efforts are 
required to remedy this situation{ . ~ ~ 
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! .. , ; 

Gabon 
• Bank lending: · Annual average FY 64-68:$2.8M . \_ 

· Annual average FY 69-73:$4.7M 
Projects approved 7/1/68 

to 3/6/70: $6.0M 
• Two fores try ro.ad projects (FY 65 and FY 69) which benefit logging industry 

supplying French plywood industry • 
../"'. Joint financing pl anned for .major project--ill p!tf;eline (Owendo-Booue railway). 

Firm commitment f r om French of $18M~ Possible Bank loan of 20-25M. FED 
partici pation likely •.. 

Ivory Coast 
• -Bank lending: .Annual Aver ge FY 64-68: $ 1.2M 

Annual Avera Y 69-73: $24.6M 
Projects approved .7/l 

to 3/6/70: · $17.1M 
Regi onal Bank office in Abidjan. . . 

• Close cooperation with France on policy matters. . 
~. J oint financing of SpDEPALM . (oil palm) project in FY 69 with Bank $17.1M 

and CCCE $5.8M~ ......_ '"Vd ~ J ~" ~-
• Classified as A count for Ycountr economic missions. ,/ 

vi'--~ ' (f>A / ! ,)-; ~<:?) ; 1/ . ~ 1./, ~· l}i 
Hal agasy Repub c l 

Bank/IDA lending: . Annual Average FY 64-68: $ 3.0M 
·Annual Average FY 69-73: $17.7M 
Projects approved 7/1/68 

to 3/6/70: $10.8M 
• Fr ench aid (about 34M p.a.), likely to decrease or at least no more than 

maintained in future, will concentrate on 
(i) projects of political importance . 
(ii) pre-investment studies which may lead to investments by other aid 

givers (e.g., Bank Group). 
Increased Bank lending therefore very much welcomed by French • 

• In the past little coordination between French and Bank projects. However, in 
forthcoming Rice development project (Lac Alaotra) France likely to finance 
cost of experts attach~d to the Malagasy Company in charge of project execution. 

Mali 



l 
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Niger 
• Bank/IDA lending: Annual Average FY 64-68: $ .3M 

Annual Average FY 69-73: $10.0M 
Projects approved 7/1/68 

' 

to 3/6/70: $ 6.1M 

Senegal ~------~ 
Bank/IDA lending: Annual Average FY 64 

Annual Average FY 69 3: 
Projects approved 7/1/t:'b-__ _ 

, --- to 3/6/70: $ 9. SM 
~ Increased Bank Group involvement would provide about one third of external 

resources over next fi s. , ~ ---J.1 F' · • ..- ' 
/ . Strong Bank_ supP.ort !or g~~ern_:~~ efforts o diversify economy; ~I<} '~ 
/,~A.J,~·=M~ . . . . . . J 

Togo ·. 
·• IDA · lending: None prior to FY 69 

Annual Average FY 69-73: $4.0M 
Projects approved 7/1/68 . 

to 3/6/70: $3 .• 7M 

Upper Vol ta 
Bank/IDA lending: None prior to FY 69 

Annual Average FY ·69-73: $4.6M 
. Projects approved 7/1/68 

/.~ :'i,~. ;:~ol/6~/L. -~~ ~4,J~. 
General Points ~ t... .. r ~-~ f 
V?~ Our projects in Da mey, ivory Coast, Ni er, Togo and Upper Volta have all been 

based on pre-investment studies or reports prepared by French firms or French 
technical assistance teams in each country. 

~ . More than 20 French consultant firms (private or semi-goyernmental) have benefitted 

j from Bank Group projects in French Africa. 
• Procurements in France amount t .o as much as· 75% of total identifiable foreign 

procurements of Bank Group pr9jects in French Africa. 
j . All basic economic work is discussed· at draft stage with !rench authorities in 

j , ~~wcof:ac~ i~ca~--~~~ ?q ~ -1 ~ 
~~~':k~~~~. - . 

/•M(~ · -~~~~~ 
~?!J ·~~ .. , ' 

/ . ~ ~p 7?~_~1~ . . · ~. _£·. A ·._ c:__, • ~~• 
1-)~ 7Y~ ~ ·r·~F-~J J . , {/7iF,v y 



FoRM No. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT I INTERNATION AL BANK FOR I INTERNATIONAL FINANCE 
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
TO: Mr. Robert S. McNamara 

FROM: Roger Chaufournier a 
DATE: February 24, 1970 

SUBJECT: Regional Brief for French-speaking Africa 

l. There are no major issues on which the Bank Group and the French 
authorities are currently at odds in French-speaking Africa. In two areas ' 
the Bank 1s attitude has been a source of concern to the French authorities. 
The first concerns the CFA franc. In several countries of the franc zone, 
some indices lead us to believe that the rate of exchange of the CFA franc 
may not be the most appropriate from the standpoint of their ·long-term 
development. At the same time we recognize that the available indices are 
not absolutely conclusive and that additional work needs to be done on the 
occasion of our individual country reviews. This we intend to do. We also 
recognize the great sensitivity of the exchange rate issue which touches on 
a complex of interrelated arrangements, such as price supports, budget 
subsidies, preferences, guarantees of convertibility, etc. given by the 
French Government to the associated countries. The experience of Guinea 
and Mali who have, by their own decision, withdrawn from the disciplinary 
bonds of the monetary union has not been encouraging and French officials 
have felt that our zeal, combined with insufficient knowledge and appreciation 
of the complexities of the system might "rock the boat" and produce far
reaching consequences in the relations between France and its associates in 
the monetary union. I believe that our prudent and objective attitude, and 
our very close coordination with the Fund on these matters has assuaged 
their fears, but a problem remains. 

2. 'The secqnd issue refers to what they believe is our determined intention l 
to generalize the practice of consultative groups. The government's attitude 
on coordination is ambivalent. Some favor it strongly, some are reticent, 
but most are averse to a highly formalized system of coordination. Their 
main fear stem~ from the suspicion that the consultativ~ group, like its 
forerunners, the India and Pakistani consortia, was a U.S./U.K. inspired 
device to coerce other lenders into sharing the burden of aid. While they 
recognize the distinction between consortia and consultative groups they 
fear that the latter inevitably will lead to the former, i.e., from what · ~ 
is essentially a coordinating exercise into a pledging exercise. I think ~ 
we have made good progress in convincing French officials of the usefulness n 1 
of the device and we have strong supporters within the Government. The J L.,r..VJ-.. 
manner in which the consultative group meetings we ~ted by the Bank ~~ 
and the quality of the t~±eal work have drawn raise rom participating ~ 
French officials. At a~h level there is still s ro g resistance to the ~ 
extension of the procedure tu too many countries. This also reflects the 
fear that France's readiness to encourage consultative groups in other areas 
may incite some of the French-speaking countries to invite such arrangements. 
In French-speaking Africa, France, as the dominant provider of aid of all 
types, is not anxious to debate its aid policies under the pressure of -
smaller lenders. 
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3. French official attitude on the other hand is very favorable to 
joint financing. There are several reasons for this. First there is 
the questiqn of risk. The Treasury has been fearful that debt rescheduling 
become more widespread and has welcomed association with the Bank, partic
ularly in large projects where the risk is great for one single lender. 
Joint financing also permits France to be associated with a large number 
of important projects than would otherwise be the case. The procedure 
for joint financing, after some initial difficulties, is now well broken 
in and French officials are well satisfied with current operations and 
welcome others. The amount of long-term credits guaranteed by COFACE, 
US$ 630 million in 1968 shows that opportunities for joint financing with 
France are considerable. Assuming that only 10 per cent of the credits 
would be channeled into joint financing, with a French participation of 
20 per cent in each operation, some US$ 300 million of projects a year 
could be financed in this fashion. 

4. There are a number of minor questions which are not however likely 
to be raised as an issue. One is the Congo (B) Potash project financed 
by the Bank which got into technical and marketing difficulties resulting 
in a substantial overrun, which under existing agreements had to be met 
by the sponsors, and in this case partly in the form of an advance by 
the French Treasury. 

The French Government has also been pressing us to participate in 1 
the Gabon railway project (although Minister Giscard d 1Estaing has been 
less enthusiastic for budgetary reasons) and to provide IDA financing 
for it. I have taken the line -that IDA financing for Gabon at this time 
was not possible, because of the scarcity of IDA resources which forced 
IDA to establish strict criteria Of eligibility. ' 
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Table I: French Financial and Technical Aid to Africa* 

In Million Dollars (Exchange Rate - 4.9) and Calendar Years 

I. Project financing and related expenditures 
~ecretariat d'Etat aux Affaires Etrangeres 
~c 

General Studies . 
Agriculture, Livestock, Fisheries 
Mining, Industry, Power 
Transportation, Communication and Urban 

Development 
Social and Health 
Education 
Cultural Activities 
Expenditures for Administration and 

Supervision 

Total 

II • . Budgetary Subventions by Secretariat d'Etat 
aux Affaires Etrangeres (FAC) 

III. Technical Assistance Expenditures by 

1. Secretariat d'Etat aux Affaires Etrangeres (FAC) 

~) Technical Training, trainees, and scholarships 
b) Education and other sectors 

2. Ministere de l 1Education Nationale 

Mainly for higher education and scholarships 

3· Ministere des Transports 

60 

4.2 
34.8 
8.3 

26.4 
·8.6 

10.0 
9.2 

~ 

61 

5.3 
34.0 
15.3 

25.2 
7.5 
8.7 
4.4 

~ 

104.0 101.2 

32.4 

1.5 
53.5 

n.a. 

31.0 

2.5 
60.8 

n.a. 

62 

6.9 
31.1 
11.3 

14.2 
4.0 

18.3 
' 10.9 

.....1:.Q 

63 

6.9 
50.7 
14.1 

21.6 
5.2 

17.2 
11.4 

.....1:.Q 

64 

5.4 
45.0 
14.6 

22.7 
3-7 

17.8 
12.2 

~ 

97 • 7 12 8 .1 12 3 • 9 

32.4 

3·1 
72.5 

6.3 

32.8 

4.0 
67.2 

11.1 

10.1 

21.5 

4.5 
72.7 

12.6 

10.7 

65 

2.3 
28.2 . 
12.4 

17.4 
7.1 

16.0 
11.6 

~ 

66 

2.7 
33·.3 
8.4 

16.6 
5.7 

15.8 
11.1 

__Qd 

67 

).8 
31.9 
6.8 

17-3 
5.1 

12.7 
12.8 

2& 
95.9 94·1 · 98.4 

12.8 

5.6 
74.9 

1).6 

10.5 

9.5 

6.2 
76.7 

14.2 

10.5 

1·9 

5.5 
95.5 

15.5 

10.7 

68 

.3-3 
.34.6 
1).8 

15.4 
4.8 

1).0 
12.0 

__!.:.2. 

98.4 

10 • .3 

5.0 
82.2 

17.6 

10.7 
Mainly for civil aviation 

Technical Assistance - Total 

n.a. , 10.~ 

73.8 

10.5 

93.0 92.4 100.5 104.6 101~6 127.2 115.7 

IV. Caisse Centrale de Cooperation Economique 

Loans and Participations 37.0 34-3 42.1 55.9 30.3 .34-4 .35.3 40.5 62.9 

GRAND 'IDTAL 240 • .3 265.2 .309.2 276.2 247.7 246.7 274.0 287.7 

* Mauritania, Sene~al, Mali, Ivory Coast, Upper Volta, Togo, Dahomey, Niger, Chad, Central African Republic, Cameroon 
Gabon, Congo (B), Congo (K), Rwanda, Burundi, Madagascar. · 

** ·Estimated 
*** ~ore than 50% tor Education 

Source 1 Secretariat d 1 Eta t aux Affaires Etrangeres 
CCCE Annual Reports Western Africa Deplrtment 

February lj, 1970. 

?,;_, 
69 

2.8 
19.7 

).2 

6.7 
4.0 

15 • .3 
9.9 

2.:2 
64.2 

n.a. 

).OM 
n.a. 

n.a • . 

n.a. 

n.a. 

. I 

i 



Table II : Frer~~h Teclu1ical Assistcmc_e Persoru~l Pe1:_,_9_?cLor of .~A-ctivit~ 

Civilian Personnel \' 

Corporation , administration 
and legislation 

Production 

Infrastructure 

Health 

Post and TelecomJnunicati on 

Education , tecr.ni cal assist ance 
and vocat ional training 

Sub t otal 

Draftees for· Technical Ass istance~~-x-

Education 

Other sectors-~~-Y--

Sub total 

Grand Total 

-~See Table I 

1964 

1,614 

876 

738 

974 

489 

4,420 

9,111 

255 

117 

372 

9.} 483 

1965 

1,375 

547 

751 

921 

1-D-1 

4,484 

§.rl§9 

698 

263 

.· -: 961 

9,4.50 

1966 

1,217 

564 

721-t. 

98h 

3.54 

4,630 

8.2472_ 

887 

529 

12}+16 

~889 

1967 

1,109 

547 

671 

962 

327 

.5,160 

§._,776 

961 

632 

1,593 

10,369 

1968 

990 

577 

cl6h 

~11 

r7 
5 't~20 
8,8_3_2_ 

1 

lO,p69 

I 

1969 

876 

536 

632 

831 

247 

.5,368 

~,499 

906 

758 

1,_664 

10,1.54 

-~H~-Tnis ' system permits 
military servic'e . 

Western Akrica Department 
Februa~ 11, 1970 

y0ung men of draft age to se rve in deve loping countries instead of fu.ffi~ling their 

~HH~-No breakdovm is available ; ho1-rever , 
over all the other sectors i n Hhich 

~.)ource : Bulletin d 'Afrique Noir e 

indi cations r ece ived shovl tha t this number is rather evenly distributed 
t echnica l assistance is provided. 

------_; 

I 

. I 

I ... 



FRENCH TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE 
.PERSONNEL IN . NORTH AFRICA (MAGHREB) 

1962, 1966, and 1967 Ll 

ALGERIA 

.Education 
Other sectors 

Total 

MOROCCO 

Education 
Other sectors 

Total · 

TUNISIA 

Education 
Other sectors 

Total 

GRAND TOTAL MAGHREB 

·or which: 
education 
o~her sectors 

14,772 
4.683 

19,455 

8,232 
2,673 . 

10,90.5 . 

2,294 
307 

2,601 

32.961 

(25,298) 
(7,663) 

9,502 . 
3,124 

12,626 

7,894 
1,629 

9,523 

3,292 
671 

3,963 

26,li2 

(20,688) 
(5 ,424) 

9,341 
2,810 

12,1.51 

8,413 
1,607 

10,020 

3,670 
4?6 

4,126" 

26,297 

(21,424) 
{4,873) 

Ll Data after 1967 not available but little change in the 1967 
levels of personnel is thought to have occurred in· 1968 or 

. 1969. 

Source: DAC Annual Report 



INDICATORS OF BANK STAFF MISSIONS AND OPERATIONS IN FRENCH AFRICA*, FY 1965-1974 
(in units) 

I 

% Increase of 
Annual . 

Annual Annual Average 
Actual Estimated Forecast Average Average FY 69-73 over 

1965 1966 1967 1968 . 196~ 1970 . 1971 1972 1973 1974 FY 64-68 FY 69-73 FY 64-68 

No. Operation Officers 6 8 8 9 10 17 18 10 21 22 7.8 15.2 95% 
i 

No. Economists 6 6 4 4 6 11 10 12 11 . j 12 5.0 10.0 100% 
••t . 

No. Operational Missions 9 .15 15 15 23 24 40 50 53 ,57 13.5 38.0 182% 
-

No. Economic Missions 9 7 9 8 9 14 12 14 12 ! 14 8.3 12.2 47% 

No. Staff in Permanent 
Resident Missions 1 3 7 5 8 10 12 18 18 ' 18• 4.0 13.2 2.30% 

. ' , I 

No. Loans and Credits approved: 

North Africa !./ 1 4 2 1 5 6 9 9 9 I .9 2.0 7.6 280% 
? 

Subsahara Africa and Malagasy 2 0 6 4 17 14 24 31 38 32 3.0 24.8 727% 

( 
. ~ 

.. 
TOTAL 3 4 8 5 22 20 33 40 47 41 5.0 32.4 548% 

Bank/IDA Commi tme.nts .. 36.2 43.5 111.1 23.0 141.5 189.1 194.0 289.0 320.0 314.0 242.8 1133.6 367% 

* Territories formerly administered by France. 

I . 
!/ Algeria, · Morocco and Tunisia. 

LEC 3/6/70 



TABLE 1<b. INDICA'IDRS OF BANK/IDA ACTIVITIES IN FRENCH SPEAKING* OOUNTRIES IN AFRI~ .. FY 1965-1974 
~in Man~eks J 

ActDal Bati•ted Fore cut ~l; 1~ 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 

.Operational Missions 10 11 22 21 $6 7S ns 120 130 130 24 

lconoaic Missions y 
-in field 24 21S 147 94 102 14S 13S 140 140 140 116 

-Report Writing la6 S2o 310 241 240 310 290 310 310 310 270 

P'l.llmiDc .lllsiatmce ad. 
Pollet .ldrice Mianou y 19 S7 S9 18 14 19 13 .. . . .. 33 

Sector Stud;T Miseicma - - 100 40 S7 1.84 200 .. .. .. 39 

Project Ict.ti11catica ad 
rr.,..a1ii• lliHiou 
...._..an.nsu.rt Jt6 S7 77 117 83 120 150 160 150 160 76 
-Ptraueat. a.idat 

IU.Nicaa Jl - 90 270 l.8o )20 400 SOD 710 770 770 170 

Project .lppraiaal m.-1~ !f 61 62 S6 161 143 140 1.80 270 29S 28S 84 

Project a.p.m.n• 111anona 6 24 33 6S ea. 90 us 150 200 2)0 42 

• !err1 toft• tonu-q llilllld..JaUt..-.d 'b7 P'NDce 

loteat a. ~~a:..,t tor bDa.ic lepart ~tine ud ~Dt ... idd ld.aa1a. ( ... ut.e 3) 1M fi .. :r. nter to...,.._. ap•t ill tbe field. 

b. '!'be totals tor PI 196S to 1969 are t.niq wight.ecl 'b7 acti 'Y1 tiea ill •rtll .lfl'ica, .,_.l.q Jlarocoo ..t !.i.ia. S.. fable lOd. 

Y See DOte). 

B ~ tl 

ll4 

140 

30S 

150 

6So 

230 

155 · 

Y Includes _osaq llisaiona apecificalq aet up tor theae purpoMa. A poeat deal of 1hia 1rpe ot ... iat.ce ...t ..trice 11 11 ..._ ill tM oovae ot o'f'.lat llisnou, eapeciall7 

economc lliaei01111 ad. --. Pro jecta ~ta lli .. ione. 

i/ 'l'hie itea inchldea tbe actual tot.al uailable 1IOI'Id.Da tiM ot the Per.anct Miallion in .lbl.dja ad the eatilaW 1i1Jie allocated to Malagut 'b7 the Perw.uent M:i.aaion 

in lairobi. These fipres are therel'ore not COJIPI.l'able 1d. th thoSe llbown tor headqurtere atatt llbich nlate oaq to field work. In PI 1969 ad. 1970 Abidjan Stat! 

participated in lcollOIIic Miaaiom u sector specialists lad in ac.e &JJ~r&iaal lliaei.one in ca-d .. to au.ppl.eact at.at! hoa headq\lart.en ad. 011taide Coneu.l.tmta. To 

this extent, the figures !tr . ecollOIIic and appraisal lliaaiom in those tvo 7e&ra an 'lllld .. atat.ecl, llhile the .ciiQDt or ..,oject idctification aDd preparation work 

is OTSl"etated. Ot the total 720 aan/veekllaTai.lable to the Abidjan Mission in the tvo PI 1969 ad. 1970 abCIIlt 1$0 wre spent on lcoDGaic VCil"k llbd about 70 on 

Appraisal work. HoveYer, the participation in econollli.c Jli.asion as sector apecialla1aremlts, u a b7-)r0duct, in cooeiderabl.e project idcti!ication. Participation 

in lconollic and Appraisal lliasione vas llinilllal in preceeding years; no M&Dintu1 forecast can be JUde !cao tbe next tn ,ears since participation in such llissione 

is a function ot the unanilabilit:y ot staff at headquarters. 

l±f See note ). 

Westem Africa Department 

Februar;y 20, 1970 



Table lOc: Project Identification and Preeration M188iona md Al!l!raiNl llh8iOM bz: Seeton in French Sl!!akins Countries*1 in Africa 1 FY 1965-1970 
(Man/Weea in P'1eld) 

Project Identification aDCl PJ-.paration Miadona !/ 

~ 1222 ~ ~ ~ !212 !U! ill! !ill 
Agriculture 14 6 48 59 28 28 

r.ommunic ati ens 5 1 3 

DFC 30 2 8 4 

Education 6 10 6 23 5 41 

Industry 8 1 

Populati on 6 

Power 2 

Tourism 4 

',l'ransporta tion 24 19 14 5 20 

lva ter Supply 4 13 

Other 27 y 

Total 46 57 77 117 83 123 

ProJect Al!e!!isa1 Missions 2/ 
Agriculture 7 29 12 38 48 70 

8ommuni cati ons 4 

DFC 4 8 9 15 4 

Education 22 17 18 37 24 

Industr·y 

Population 8 

Powe r 6 

Tourism 8 4 

Transports t ion 22 12 18 100 26 18 

':later Supply 4 9 8 

Total 61 62 56 161 143 136 

* Territor ies f or merly administered by France. 

Not e: The t otals for FY 1965 and .1969 are heavily weighted by activities in North Africa, particularly Morocco and Tunisia. See Table lOd. 

1/ Han/weeks in the field by staff from headquarters. The contribution of the staff of the Permanent Missions was in the fields of agricultur e and 
transportat ion (about 70% and 20% of their tiltt> reapectivel,y). 

2/ Pre-investment studies in the sector of power, tranaportation, tourism and water supply in one countey in North Africa. 
}I Man/weeks in the field by staff from headquarters. 

'rleste .-n Africa Department 
February 20, 1970 

1974 



'WILl 10cl. IID£C&.'f'C85 or BAR/IDA. .A.C'fiVI'J!IB ,...IPIUDkl CaJJI'BIII II Ream URICl*, FY 1965-1970 
(iii ) 

196S 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 

Economic Missions 6 174 69 42 42 39 

Economic Report wri t.i.ng 6 420 150 98 llO 75 

Planning Assistance and Policy 
Advice Missions 4 52 12 18 7 14 

Project Identification and 
Preparation 15 44 8 73 49 55 

Appraisal Missions Q ~ l.6 ~ ~ ~ 
Total 54 732 2$5 2$6 2$0 190 
Other countries ** ]J2 179 394 313 332 544 

Project Identification and Preparation Missions!/ 

Agriculture 8 6 )2 5 18 
Education 6 1 22 
Industry 8 1 2 2 
Transportation 1 6 J 1 3 ' 
1tlater Supply 2 13 2 
Other ..II. 

Total* 15 15 8 80 35 47 
Other countries** 29 12 65 17 32 44 

Project Appraisal Mission!/ 

Agr icultur e 7 21 7 21 6 
Eci.tcation 16 17 6 
Transportation _l --2. .2 

Total* 23 38 8 16 27 12 
Other countries** 28 20 40 122 84 100 

* Algeria, Morocco and Tunisia 

{~* A.ll other French speaking terr itories in Af r i ca formerly administered by France. 

y In selected sectors. 

Wes t ern Af rica Depa r tment 

February 20, 1970 



MAGiffiEB OOUNTRIES BRIEF 

Algeria, Morocco and Tunisia share a Muslim and French 
heritage, the result of first Arab and then French domination. Never
theless, there are considerable differences because of different poli
tical s.ystems and quite different colonial histories. Total population 
of the three countries is about 35 million and is growing at 3 percent 
per year. GDP totals $7.7 billion with the average per capita income 
about $220. Algeria's per capita income, $280, is the third highest 
in Africa. Algeria and Tunisia supply about four percent of the world's 
oil. 

Despite their different political systems, disputes between the 
Maghreb countries have been caused by border problems rather than their 
differences of political philosophy. However, willingness to cooperate 
is not lacking, and the recent settlement of outstanding issues between 
Algeria and Morocco and Tunisia respectively presages better relations 
in the future. Their inability to achieve economic integration arises 
mainly from the lack of complementarity of their economies. 

French/Maghreb Relations 

As recently as ten years ago, nearly 1 .3 million Frenchmen were 
living in the Maghreb countries. Many belonged to families who had been 
there for generations. After Algerian independence, more than one mil
lion of these ncolonsn moved to France, though French emotional attach
ment to the area remains extremely strong. Moreover, for more than a 
century, the Maghreb was a mainst~ of French militar,y, diplomatic and 
economic power. De Gaulle fully realized the importance of the Maghreb 
to France and had the stature necessary to reestablish relations after 
the bitterness of the Algerian war for independence. 

France remains the major economic partner of the Maghreb 
countries. The proportion of exports going to France is about 55 
percent for Algeria and around 30 percent for Morocco and Tunisia. 
Imports from France are similarly large. 

Among the Maghreb countries, Algeria was and is the most 
important for France, both because its historical ties were longest 
and close~ and because its markets and natural resources, particularly 
oil, are of vital importance to the French economy. Nearly one-third of 
France's oil and gas come from the area, mostly from Algeria. 

While cooperation between France and the Bank is alrea~ fairly 
close with regard to Morocco and Tunisia and should be further strengthened, 
Algeria presents a different case because of the lack of relationship between 
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the Bank and Algeria and the French opposition to Bank activity because 
of the nationalization issue. Algeria might well be a major topic of 
the discussions during the visit to Paris. 

The attached notes on the three countries provide more detailed 
background on questions of mutual interest to France and the Bank. 

Europe, l~ddle East and North Africa Department 
March 10, 1970 



FRANCE - MAGHREB TRADE (Jan. 1 - Sept. 30, 1968) 

(In US $ millions) 

All countries Tunisia Morocco Algeria 

French Exports 9,085 54.0 (0.6%) 122.5 (1.3%) 339.6 (3.8%) 

French Imports 9,821 30.1 (0.3%) 143.0 (1.5%) 395.2 (4%) 

FRENCH EXPORTS Tunisia Morocco Algeria 

Amount ~ Amount ~ Amount ~ 
1. Food & live animals 2.7 5 4.4 3 35.8 11 

2. Beverages & tobacco 1.1 1 0.8 

3. Crude materials (excl. fuel) 1.3 2 8.8 7 11.1 3 

4. Minerals and fuels 1.5 3 1.1 1 6.8 2 

5. Animal & vegetable oils 0.5 1 0.2 1.0 

6. Chemicals 8.8 16 16.7 14 44.5 13 

7. Manufactured goods 15.9 29 34.8 29 92.8 27 

8. Machinery 19.3 36 44.7 36 120.8 36 

9. Other goods 4.0 8 10.7 9 26.0 8 

Total 54.0 100 122.5 100 339.6 100 



FRENCH IMPORTS 

Tunisia Morocco .Al~eria 

Amount o/o .Amount o/o 0 
)Jnount /o 

1 • Food 10.0 33 91.5 64 23.3 6 
Meat and processed meat ~ 
Fish and processed fish .8 7.5 .9 
Cereals .1 1.3 
Fruit and Vegetables 8.0 79.8 20.6 
Coffee, tea, cocoa, spices .4 .2 
Animal feeding stuff .7 2.2 1.8 

2. Bevera~es and tobacco 2.2 7 4.8 3 40.4 10 
· Beverages 2.2 4:tr 39.9 

Tobacco .5 

3. Crude materials ~excl. fuels~ 15.3 21 33.2 23 7.4 2 
Hides, skins and furs 2.'B' 
Wood, lumber and cork .4 
Pulp and paper materials .6 1 .1 .5 
Textile fibers 6.6 19.9 
Salt .4 
Other crude minerals .1 .1 
Metalliferous ores .4 10.8 1.4 
Crude animal and veget.materials .4 ) (15) .7 ) .4 ) 
Vegetable oils 7.2 ) ) 1.0 ) 

4. Fuels --!.2. 319.9 81 
Crude oil 315.8 
Oil products .5 .2 
Natural Gas 3.9 

5. Chemicals 1.7 6 1.4 1 .7 
Alcohols --:T 
Perfumes .7 1.2 .4 
Other 1.0 .1 .3 

6. Manufactured ~oods --!.2. 2 7.9 6 2.7 1 
Leather goods 2:J 
Rubber goods .4 
Wood and cork products .3 .2 
Paper 1.5 
Finished textile goods .3 .4 .6 
Non ferrous metals .2 4.9 

7. Other goods ~ 1 3.7 3 1.8 

TOTAL 30.1 100 143.0 100 395.2 100 
- - -



BRIEF FOR MOROCCO 

Operational problems and policy issues arising from 
World Bank operation and French aid efforts in Morocco 

Background 

1. During the years of the French Protectorate from 1912 
to 1956 considerable French investment occurred in transport and 
communications infrastructure, in commercial agriculture and in
dustry. French techniques of public administration were intro
duced into the government and a French educational system was 
established beside the traditional Arabic system. At the time 
of Morocco's independence, the French population numbered several 
hundred thousand. French investment surged especially in the 
early 1950's; in 1952 an estimated $570 million of foreign pri
vate investment went into industry and housing. In 1953 the na
tional savings ratio was 14 percent of GNP, and from 1951 to 1955 
GDP rose by an average of 4.1 percent per year in real terms. 
This expansion was concentrated in the modern sector, however, 
and the traditional sector was little affected. 

2. Morocco's accession to independence came with sufficient 
violence to leave _some suspicion and resentment on both the French 
and Moroccan side. The Sultan, Muhammad Ben Yusuf, supported by 
the Istiqlal Party, pressed for independence. Opposing Moroccan 
leaders urged France to replace him with the result that he was 
sent into exile. In November 1955, Muhammad Ben Yusuf returned 
as Sultan, later King, and independence was declared on March 2, 
1956. In the surge of Moroccan nationalism following independence, 
many foreigners left and took what funds they could with them. Ad
verse farming conditions in 1957 contributed to a general economic 
decline. Gross investment in fixed assets declined from almost 18 
percent of GNP in 1953 to 9 percent in 1957. 

3· In 1957 French aid to MOrocco was discontinued as a re-
sult of a controversy over the settlement of outstanding financial 
obligations. For five years no aid was forthcoming from France 
but there was a marked increase in United States t aid. Morocco 
also received considerable amounts of foreign exchange from the 
building up of French and u.s. military bases. At the same time, 
exports soared, particularly to France, and imports went down as 
foreign-owned activities and foreigners• consumption declined. 
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4. The transfer of political power to Moroccans in 1956 
did not entail any major change in economic policy. The new 
rulers tried to avoid actions which could add to the adverse 
economic repercussions following independence. Nevertheless 
some of the Moroccan Government's measures inevitably discour
aged French private interests. -In 1958 MOrocco did not follow 
the French devaluation, left the Franc Zone and began to encour
age imports from other sources. The Government •s land reform 
policies also fell heavily on the foreigners. The Government 
announced plans to nationalize foreign-held lands, and began the 
process in 1959 with the lots de colonisation (lands worked by 
Europeans on terms less than outright ownership}. By the end of 
1965 6oo,ooo ha. had been taken over of the estimated 1 million 
hectares held by Europeans in 1956. Uncertainty remained among 
foreign landholders, although the MOroccan and French Governments 
reached agreement on the principles of compensation for most of 
these lands in 1964. The French Government compensated the ex
propriated owners directly for the value of improvements on their 
lands, but not for the land itself since the Moroccans maintained 
that the settlers did not have legal title to this category of 
holdings. The cost of the compensation to Morocco was covered by 
a long-term French loan. Nearly all the French claims on the 
lots de colonisation have now been settled, and similar agree
ment has been reached with Belgium. A comparatively small Swiss 
claim --$800,000-- is still being negotiated. 

5. With the new Agricultural Investment Code, promulgated 
in July 1969, nationalization of 11melk11 lands (lands to which 
foreigners hold legal title} will begin. The first expropriations 
are scheduled in the Rharb Plain to permit redistribution of land 
under the Rharb-Sebou Irrigation Project. The Moroccan Government 
has assured the Bank that it will give just and equitable compen
sation to expropriated landholders. The means of compensation 
have not yet been agreed upon, but will probably follow the pre
cedent established for the earlier nationalizations. 

6. As part of the financial austerity measures imposed in 
1964, the Government took other steps that fell particularly heav
ily on the modern sector and hence the French in Morocco. Taxes 
on private and company earnings were increased, as well as stamp, 
registration, alcohol and gasoline taxes. The Government also 
eliminated some ll,OOO foreign personnel from gover.ament jobs. 

7. The outflow of private capital, which averaged DH 125 
million annually from 1961 to 1964, rose in 1965 to DH 241 million. 
In 1965 Morocco imposed controls on transfers to the Franc Zone 
and also nationalized exports of citrus and other agricultural 
products by means of which capital. flight had occurred. 
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B. The abduction of Ben Barka, a former leader of the 
National Union of Popular Forces (UNFP) in Paris in October, 
1965, caused a severe strain in Moroccan-French relations. The 
Moroccan Minister of the Interior, Oufkir, was allegedly impli
cated, and the French authorities issued a warrant for his arrest. 
The Moroccan Government declared the warrant to be a violation of 
the French-Moroccan judicial convention. Despite subsequent con
demnation of Oufkir by the French courts, King Hassan retained 
him in his Cabinet. Ambassadors were withdrawn in February, 1966, 
and have only now been reappointed. 

French Aid 

9. After independence French aid was not resumed until 1962. 
Since then annual grants have averaged about $17-18 million in the 
for.m of cultural and technical assistance, including 7,500 teachers, 
scholarships, and 11cooperants 11 who are training people in administra
tion and technical operations. Government loans were made for in
dustrial projects and for balance of payments assistance, tied to 
procurement in France. At the outset, these loans were sizeable, 
reaching $42.5 million in 1964. However, as a result of strained 
relations over the Ben Barka affair, no new loans were made and the 
existing loans had been disbursed by 1967. However, private French 
suppliers• credits, guaranteed by the government, increased consid
erably, to $23.4 million in 1967. 

10. While French aid was diminishing, U.s. aid, which had de-
creased following u.s. withdrawal from Moroccan air bases in 1963, 
rose significantly in 1967 and 1968. Development loans, food grants 
for the Food-for-Work program and concessional food sales increased 
to assist Morocco in meeting food shortages following poor wheat 
harvests. 

11. French financial aid in the for.m of loans resumed in 1969 
and was for the same purposes as before 1965. The local currency 
generated by imports under the loans is used for industrial projects. 
These credits are on generally favorable terms with interest at 
3-1/2 percent. 

BaQk Group Activities 

12. Contacts between MOrocco and the Bank have been continous 
and close, but they have only recently begun to result in a substan
tial lending program. For the period 1971-75, the Bank plans a 
total program of $285 million, of which $204 million will be Bank 
loans and $81 million IDA credits {see Attachment I). Agriculture 
will absorb 30 percent of the program. The Government has requested 
a second loan for the agricultural credit institution, CNCA, which 
should become a recurrent borrower. As yet unidentified Bank loans 
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of $22 million and IDA credits of $31 million are planned for 
agriculture for 1973-75. A team is currently in Morocco study
ing the damage from the recent Sebou basin flood and possible 
future flood control measures in the area. Financing for industry 
is channeled through BNDE, which has already received four Bank 
loans, and further loans have been scheduled for FY 1971 and at 
two-year intervals thereafter. An industrial survey mission is 
scheduled for April 1970. Bank assistance for tourism will be 
through loans to CIH; a $10 million loan is planned in April 1970 
and subsequent loans are scheduled in FY 1971 and thereafter every 
second year. Both the first education project and the preparation 
of a second one have been moving very slowly. The report of the 
UNESCO project identification mission which visited Morocco in 
November 1969 is expected to cast more light on possible future 
projects. Bank consideration of power projects has been made con
tingent upon the completion of a review to be done by Electricite 
de France of the power authority's rates, which are at present in
sufficient to allow either for adequate self-financing or for a 
satisfactory return on capital invested. A transportation surve,y 
in the Atlantic coastal zone is expected to provide the basis for 
a coordinated transport investment plan and for a second road proj
ect, as well as the economic studies required to justify the ex
pansion of the Port of Safi. Under a UNDP study, WHO is under
taking a nation-wide surve,y of water supplY and sewerage require
ments, concentrating in the first stage on project preparation in 
the Atlantic coastal zone (Casablanca-Rabat-Kenitra). 

13. While the priorities of the 1968-72 Development Plan 
appear appropriate to Morocco's needs and capacities, additional 
effort is necessary, particularly in agriculture, and industry. 
In agriculture, existing programs to increase yields in rainfed 
agriculture need to be expanded. The government's new Agricul
tural Investment Code is now being applied in irrigated areas, 
but needs to be extended to rainfed areas as well. Even so, it 
will probably not solve such institutional obstacles to increas
ing agricultural production as non-intensive cultivation of some 
of the best land, fragmentation of holdings, low farm income and 
savings. The Ministry of Agriculture needs to improve its orga
nization, planning and implementation capacity. Although the need 
for additional government investment and for incentives to the 
private sector in tourism is probably not as great as in industry 
and agriculture, the Government should give continuing attention 
to meeting tourism infrastructure needs and improving the effi
ciency of tourist services provided by both government officials 
and private enterprises. 

14. Morocco has serious problems of population pressure and 
unemployment but even an expanded family planning program would 
not show substantial results for many years. 

.. 
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15. Morocco's needs for external assistance are expected to 
remain large for some years to come --somewhat over $1 billion 
gross public capital inflows are required for the FY 1971-75 
period, and a large proportion of this aid needs to be on con
cessionary terms. At the second meeting of the Moroccan Consul
tative Group in October 1969, most of the members indicated their 
intention to continue their aid at least at present levels and on 
present terms, subject to their own budgetary and balance of pay
ments situations. 

Conclusion 

16. With the exchange of ambassadors and King Hassan's visit \J 
to France in early February, French-Moroccan relations appear to be fl 
restored once again to cordiality. From the political viewpoint, this 
should facilitate the French objective of reviving cooperation and 
exchange between France and North Africa, and strengthening the con
trol of the Mediterranean by the countries along its shores. French 
exporters, who bad suffered in competition with other Western European 
countries and the u.s., have pressed for restoration of tied French 
loans and give evidence of preparing a new drive to do business in 
Morocco. 

17. ~th this resurgence of French interest in MOrocco, there 
is a need for much closer coordination between the Bank and France. 
The latter's depth of experience and facility in communicating with 
Morocco, can contribute greatly to the activities of the Consultative 
Group. The Bank and the UNDP in planning and executing pre-invest
ment surveys, should use French know-how and teclmical assistance to 
the maximum extent practicable. While there are no specific joint 
projects on the horizon, exchange of information and coordinated 
planning of activities may lead to sharing of some of the projects 
now under study, particularly in the public works and industrial 
field. In industry, French firms may have a particular interest 
in establishing subsidiaries or sub-contracting firms to produce 
for export to the Common Market. 

February 20, 1970 



Attachment 1 
Population: 15m. 
Per Cap GN?a $ 205 

MOROCCO - ACTUAL J...ijJ) P.ROPOSED !ENDING THROUGH FY 1 975 

{$ millions~ 

through total total total 
1963 1964 1965 1966- 1967 1968 19M 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1954- 1959- 1971-

19:)8 1973 1975 . 

'Agriculture (Sidi Slimane IBRD 17.5 
Irrigation.). 

Agriculture (Sebou Irri- IBRD 46.0 
gat.ion) 

Agricultural Credit I ImD 10.0 
Agricultural Credit II ) IBP.D 7.0 

" . " ) IDA J.O 
Agricultural Credi t III) IBRD 5.0 

" " ) IDA 5.0 
. Agricultural CrE'di t IV ) IBRD 8.0 

" " ) IDA 7.0 
Agricultural Unidentified I) IBRD 7~0 

II " ) IDA 8.0 
Agricult.=al Unidentified II) IBRD 15.0 

" II ) IDA 10.0 
Agricultural Unidentified III IDA 13.0 

BNDE . I IBRD ~ · lS.o 
BNDE II IBRD 17.5 
BNDE III IBRD . 15.0 

1s.o BllDE IV IBRD 
a:IDE V IBRD . 18.0 
BNDE VI IBRD 20.0 
BNDEVII IBRD 22.0 
CIH Hotel Financing I IBRD 10'.0 

15~0 CIH Hotel Financin~ II IBRD 
CIH Hotel Financ i ng III IBRD 15.0 
CIH Hotel Financing IV IBRD 15.0 

Education I IDA u.o 
Education II IDA 10.0 
Educ~ tion III IDA 10.0 

S idi Cheho hydroe lee tric tBRD .12.0 
Roches Noires Power IBRD 15.0 

Roads I ) IBRD 7.J 
II ) IDA 7.J 

Roads II) IBRD 5.0 
) IDA 5.0 

Safi Port IBRD 5.0 

'.-later Sup!J lY I) IBRD 10.0 
" " ) IDA 1~,o 

vla ter Supply II IBRD 
\ 

10.0 . -- - .- \ 
IBRD ,... . 15.0 17.5 27.5 l5.o 78.3 40.0 27.0 52.0 40.0 45.0 45.0 212.) 204.0 
IDA -- -- !bQ -- -- .2.:1 13.0 ~ J!.:.Q 20.0 ~ 1.!.& ~ .lL& 
Total 15.0 17.5 38.5 15.0 85.6 53.0 37.0 10.0 60.0 55.0 5~.0 2:lO . ..S 285.0 ..... 
Ko. J 4 4 ) 5 4 4 4 17 20 

IBRD loans outstanding 
- includi ng und i sbur sed 15.0 15.o )2.1 58.9 57.5 55.7 66.9 141.0 176 .0 198.0 24).0 275.0 309.0 
- excludi ng undisbur sed o.o 2.6 1.0 16.7 25.0 30.0 41.9 53.0 67 .o 102.0 n s.o 1)9.0 200.0 

IDA credits ou t s t anding 
- includi ng undisbursed 11.0 11.0 11.0 11.0 18.0 31.0 41.0 59.0 79.0 99.0 
- excl udi ng undi sbursed o.o o.o 0.5 1.1 6.0 22.0 25.0 34.0 47.0 61.0 

""'&NA 
1170 



.TUNISIA BRIEF 

Present Situation in Tunisia 

1. Largely as a result of President Bourguiba 1s forceful personality 
and the predominant role of his Neo-Destour Party, Tunisia has enjoyed 
internal stability since it gained independence in 1956. The well-organized 
one-party system has enabled the Government to keep contact with the people 
and enjoys wide popular support. Nevertheless, the current Tunisian situation 
is fraught with a number of uncertainties. 

2. Mr. Ben Salah had established himself as an economic overlord over 
the years and, until September 1969, was Secretary of State for Planning and 
National Economy as well as National Education. He was relieved from his 
economic responsibilities within the Government in September 1969, and 
ousted both from the Government and from the Neo-Destour Party after the 
November 1969 elections. Following his departure from Government, the drive 
for complete cooperativization of the Tunisian agriculture has been reversed, 
past economic policies are being questioned and the 1969-1972 Four-Year Plan 
will be revised. The new Government is still at the stage of undoing the 
effects of previous policies and new policies will not really be defined 
before the next party congress which may take place next summer. 

3 • For the moment Bourguiba can hardly be said to be leading the 
country. After his election for a third five-year term in early November 
1969 and after installing the new Government with Mr. Bahi Ladgham as 
Prime Minister, he went to France for health reasons and is still conva
lescing in Paris. Mr. Ladgham 1 s future political role is uncertain. While 
doing his best to assert himself and secure his position, he is viewed by 
many as a caretaker, particularly in view of his age (67) and the fact that 
he has constantly been a nnmnber two" man in the shadow of Bourguiba. 

Relations Between Tunisia and France 

4. Relations between Tunisia and France have been steadily improving 
over the past few years and are presently very good. However, within this 
general picture there have been recurrent crises and subsequent reconciliations. 

5. Present-day Tunisia's history is largely that of Bourguiba. He 
founded the Neo>-Destour Party in 1934 and was imprisoned or exiled on 
repeated occasions until he led the country to "internal autonomy" in 1955 
and full independence in 1956. At that time, the Algerian war had already 
sparked off and contributed to embittering Franco-Tunisian relations, 
particularly after French bombing of the border village Sakiet for its 
sheltering of Algerian soldiers. The Bizerte crisis in 1961 led to a 
massive outflow of French settlers. 
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·6. Relations cooled down further when Tunisia nationalized all land 
belonging to foreigners in May 1964 and organized it into cooperatives. The 
French Government was particularly outraged by this measure because an agree
ment had been signed less than a year earlier for the gradual taking over of 
these lands by Tunisia, which provided for what the French .considered a modest 
compensation for the previous owners. As a reprisal for this nationalization, 
the French Government suspended all financial aid to Tunisia, which had been 
expected to run at a rate of $20 million a year, and cancelled all French 
commercial preferential arrangements in favor of Tunisia. The resulting 
shortfall in foreign exchange receipts was largely offset, however, by swiftly 
delivered US financial assistance, which averted a possible collapse of the 
Tunisian economy. 

7. France at first assumed an aloof attitude towards all Tunisian 
approaches regarding resumption of economic cooperation. Ben Salah's 
personality and policies were viewed with distrust, growing proportionately 
with his reliance on US aid and the intensification of his drive for 
cooperativization. As of 1966, however, most problems affecting relations 
between the two countries were settled, and the economic relations, including 
French financial assistanc~, were progressively resumed. Present-day relations 
are yery good and can be expected to improve further as a result of President 
Pompidou 1s Mediterranean policies. The new Tunisian Government is composed 
of personalities who are much more pro-French and much less oriented towards 
the US than their predecessors. 

8. France's economic cooperation with Tunisia is now expanding again. 
French grants amounted to $10.9 million in 1967, $13.8 million in 1968 and 
about $15 million in 1969. Under Pompidou, France is attempting to con
solidate and widen its influence in Tunisia. Growing trade relations may, 
however, increase Tunisia's already serious debt burden through additional 
French suppliers' credits. 

The Bank's Relations with Tunisia 

9. The Consultative Group for Tunisia was established in May 1962 
at the Tunisian Government's request. It now includes Belgium, Canada, 
Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Italy, Kuwait, Netherlands, Spain, Sweden, 
UK and USA. The following international agenc~~s also participate: African 
Development Bank, European Investment Bank, International Monetary Fund and 
United Nations Development Program. After being dormant for some time, the 
Group became active in December 1965 and has met in March 1967, May 1968 
and October 1969. A new meeting is scheduled for June 1970. 

10. The Bank's relations with Tunisia are excellent. The country became 
a member of the Bank in 1958 and of IDA in 196o. Since then the Bank and IDA 
have made eight loans and three credits, bringing the total to $109.3 million, 
of which $41.3 million we1emade in Fiscal Year 1969 alone. 

11. The first operation of the Bank Group in Tunisia was concluded in 
1962, when the country became the recipient of the first $5 million IDA 
credit ever granted for education. With a second IDA credit of $13 million 
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in 1967 the Bank Group's assistance in education now accounts for 16.4 percent 
of total lending. A third IDA credit of $10 million is under preparation. 
This relatively strong engagement corresponds to the growing demand for 
higher technical education in Tunisia. 

12. The largest share of Bank Group assistance (30.4 percent) has gone 
into transportation. Two Bank loans totalling $15.5 million helped the 
development and reorganization of the Tunisian ports. With $17 million the 
Bank Group contributed to the rehabilitation of the railroad system. Future 
assistance in this area is under study. 

13. Three loans have been made to the Tunisian Development Finance 
Company ($25 million or 22.8 percent of total lending) and such operations 
will be repeated at two-year intervals, assisting mainly the private 
industry sector, which for years had received little attention from the 
Government. In ·1967 the Bank Group joined in the development of cooperative 
farming by making a loan and a credit totalling $18 million. This form of 
agricultural organization was then regarded as the speediest waY of modernizing 
a backward and subsistence-oriented agriculture. After last .f all 1 s government 
reshuffle this policy, which had been identified with Ben Sa!ah, was reversed. 
The situation of the Bank Group project is presently being re-evaluated. Other 
areas for future Bank Group operations will be tourism, road construction, and 
water and sewerage. 

14. It is being investigated whether the Bank Group could assist 
Tunisia in the reconstruction of damages caused by the heavy floods in 
September and October 1969. The Tunisian government is at ~esent preparing 
a documentation which will show the most urgent needs, mainly in transportation 
and agriculture. This documentation will be submitted to the next Consultative 
Group Meeting in June, to invite the financial assistance from bilateral donors. 
Such assistance would be easier to obtain if the Bank Group participat~in this 
exercise. 

15. The nationalization of French companies and the appropriation of 
lands held by foreigners were the sole significant problem which arose during 
the period of Bank lending. Between 1958 and 1960, the Tunisian government 
took over the assets of certain French and French-controlled electricity 
companies. In 1965, after the Bank had made it clear that this issue stood 
in the way of future Bank lending to Tunisia, Mr. Woods agreed to act as 
Conciliator in the ensuing dispute. In March 1968, following a January 
meeting with the Conciliator, the parties agreed on the amount of compensation 
to be paid to the companies. Until the dispute was settled, the Bank declined 
to lend for a power project in Tunisia, but did lend for other projects. 

16. In May 1964 Tunisia's expropriation of land properties held by 
foreigners, caused a considerable deterioration in its relations with France. 
The Bank refused, for over a year, to consider lending for agriculture until 
it was advised by Mr. De bre, then French Minister of Finance, in November 1966, 
that considerable progress had been made in settling the dispute over the 1964 
land expropriations, including an agreement in principle by Tunisia to provide 
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compensation in the for.m of wine deliveries. This compensation amounted to 
only four percent of total claims, but the French Government withdrew its 
opposition to Bank loans in view of the goodwill displayed by the Tunisians. 

Bank Group Cooperation with France 

17. At Consultative Group meetings and other occasions,. Bank staff 
have often indicated informally a willingness to undertake joint financing 
but so far, the suggestions have not been taken up by French officials. 
In view of the Bank Group's wide coverage of economic sectors, it should 
not be difficult to find projects which could be considered jointly, 
although the tied character of French aid would make actual arrangements 
rather difficult. 

Europe, Middle East and North Africa Department 

March 10, 1970 
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REGIONAL BRIEF FOR MI:DDLE EAST 

Operational problems and policy issues arising from 
World Bank operations and French aid efforts in the region. 

A. ARAB COUNTRIES AND ISRAEL 

Introduction 

1. This paper covers primarily the Arab countries of the Middle East 
and Israel and deals in addition briefly with Turkey. 

2. The ten Arab countries of the Middle East Y comprise a total 
population of 67 million, 47.5 percent of which in the UAR, and represent 
in the aggregate a GNE of about $18 billion. These countries accounted 
in 1969 for one third of world oil production and two thirds of world oil 
reserves. Despite their common language and religion and a sense (although 
to some extent artificiaJ.ly created) oi: belonging to the same ;"Arab nation11 , 

they are riddled by the parochialism inherited mostly from territorial di
visions established by France and the U.K. Attempts aimed at political 
unity have failed and efforts towards economic integration have not gone 
far. Since World War II, most of these countries have undergone profrund 
political and social changes leading often to army-controlled Governments, with 
periodical coups d''tat, and to socialist policies. 

3. The antagonism between the traditional ruling classes and the 
progressive elements has gradually receded to the background with the 
creation of Israel and the repeated hostilities with her neighbors, al
though the tensions between traditional and progressive countries are 
always latent and weaken the potential for joint effort, as eVidenced at 
the recent Rabat Conference. But for the Arab Middle East, more prone 
to passionate than to realistic attitudes, the fight against Israel has 
become the paramount objective. This has led to the diversion of consi
derable resources (about 10 percent of aNi- in the average) to defense. 
Nevertheless, substantial growth has taken Place in most of these countries 
in the last two decades, as a result of either oil expioitation or develop
ment efforts. Average per capi. ta income nearly tripled from less than $100 
at the end of World War n to approximately $270 today, nearly three times 
the average of countries in Asia and Africa and not too far below the average 
for Latin America ($350-400). It is however very unevenly distributed from 
a low of $90 in Yemen to over $3,000 in Kuwait and some of the Gulf States. 

y Iraq, Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Libya, Saudi Arabia, South Yemen, Syria 
UAR and Yemen; neither the nascent Federation of the Arab Gulf States nor 
Muscat and Oman are counted, though their oil resources are included in the 
data for the whole area gi van in this paper. 
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Bank Group Activities 

4. A number of factors prevented the Bank Group from developing 
significant activity in the Arab Middle East: political instability and 
attitudes, lack of need or of creditworthiness, scarcity of IDA funds, 
compensation issues arising from nationalization, inadequate economic 
performance, and, last but not least, difficulties in establishing a ~\ 
fruitful working relationship with most Governnents • As a res ill t, Bank/ 1:1 

IDA lending to these countries (see Annex A), which totalled $96.3 million 
through FY 196o, amounted to only $17 million in 1961-65 and $52 million 
in 1966-70. This low level of activity, especially when compared with 
the relatively much higher lending to Israel ($134.5 million through 1970), 
and the Bank's inability to finance the most important schemes in several 
countries (Aswan dam in UAR, Euphrates project in Syria, Yar.mouk project ) 
in Jordan) ha~ contributed to giving the Bank a negative image in most of ~ 
the area. ~ ) 

·~j 
5. Considerable efforts have been made in the last two years to lay ~J "'-L 
the basis for increased Bank activity. The relations with several countries 1 ) 
have m doubt improved, although with varying degree of success and without :3 
being so far reflected in lending operations. However, these efforts provide 
the basis for the five-year lending program for 1971-75 (see Annex A), which 
envisages a very substantial increase in lending to a total of $479 million 
during the period, of which $215 million in IDA credits. Lending to Israel 
during the period is planned within the $125-150 million range. 

6. The existing political, economic and administrative constraints 
in most of the countries concerned are likely to make it extremely difficult 
for the Bank to play a major role in the economic development of the area 
in the foreseeable future. This is rot to say that the Bank cannot play 
a role at all since the conflict with Israel does not prevent a serious 
development effort from taking place in most countries but its pace will be 
rather erratic and the results will be considerably smaller than they could 
be under more stable conditions. The Bank should, therefore, pursue the 
systematic exploration of lending possibilities started in recent years, 
and build upon that base an influence on economic policies. It should 
also extend technical assistance to those countries which need it more 
than money, such as the Gulf States and Saudi Arabia. The Bank should prudently 
sound the possibility of helping to solve difficult regional problems, 
such as the lack of agreement on the use of Euphrates waters between 
riparian countries. Whether the Bank can at some time in the future play 
a useful role in the Arab refugee problem depends on factors and decisions 
outside our control. 
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French Aid 

7. France' s interests in the Middle East have gone through three 
phases in the last half-century. Between 1919 and 1946, she exercized 
mandatory powers in Lebanon and Syria and bad an important cultural 
and economic position in other countries, in particular Egypt, where 
French was widely spoken and French investments, starting with the 
Suez Canal, were numerous. After the evacuation of the Levant States 
in 1946, she strove to maintain this position while at the same time 
building increasing closer relations with Israel. These culminated 
in the ill-fated Suez expedition of 1956 which, combined with the Franco
Arab tension caused by North-Africa's struggle for independence, destroyed 
a large part of her influence. General de Gaulle's settlement of the 
Algerian problem in 1962 led to a slow easing of these tensions without 
basically altering the prevailing mutual misgivings. France continued 
to supply Israel with heavy military equipment. In 1967, the Arab-Israeli 
war and General de Gaulle's condemnation of Israel led to a reversal of 
attitudes on both sides and to the launching of systematic French attempts 
to establish close links with the Arab World. President Pompidou's 
Mediterranean policy seems bent on systematizing these attempts. 

8. France's present interests in the Middle East are threefold. I 
Economica!~y, she receives about 45 percent of her oil imports from ~ 
the area Y which takes only 3 percent of her exports. Culturally, she 
retains a stronghold only in Lebanon and much of her past influence -
which was in no way comparable to the deep imprint she left in North 
Africa - has disappeared. Politically, she aims at developing a common 
policy between all Mediterranean States, in order to balance the influence 
of the USA and the USSR in the area. Of these interests, the supply of 
oil is by far the most important; the political design is probably the 
least effective in view of the strong sympathy towards Israel in French 
public opinion as well as of the prevailing feeling that the Arab States 
are too volatile to build a policy upon tbam. 

9. French economic policy and aid in the Middle East seem closely 
tailored to meet the above aims in their order of importance. The es
tablislnnent of close relations with oil-producing countries seems to be 
a major French objective and this probably explains the recent ar.ms deal 
with Libya. French oil companies have not been able so far to eJCpand 
substantially the concessions they hold (e.g. they could not obtain the 
rich North Rumeila oil field in Iraq despite the attractive terms they 
offered) but have been given exploration rights under new forms of 
arrangements which give the host countries a substantially stronger 
position, financially and otherwise, than the concession agreements of 

1/ In part from concessions, or participations in concessions, in Iraq, 
Libya and the Gulf States and in part as purchases from non-French 
companies operating in the area. Most of the rest of France 1 s oil 
comes from Algeria, also an Arab country. 
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previous years. As far as aid is concerned, though the data available 
in the Bank is incomplete, it shows that aid to the Arab Middle East is 
only a small fraction of French aid to the Maghreb, Lebanon taking 
probably the lion's share in relation to her size. Tied aid has, however, 
been extended to the UAR, Syria and Iraq. 

Conclusion 

10. For Franee, as probably for the Bank, the Middle East is unlikely 
to become an area of major emphaais as far as aid is concerned. While 
both have a common interest in keeping and improving lines of communications 
with the Arab countries and helping these countries' development efforts, 
the existing constraints will necessarily limit the amount of aid which 
either France or the Bank can make available. There is thus little ground 
for connnon action, let alone joint financing. What appears desirable is 
a measure of coordination (at a much more modest scale than that which 
appears advisable for the Maghreb countries) which could help maximize the 
usefulness of our mutual, but separate efforts. Given the F.rencb interest ~ 
in the area and the fact that France is at present among the major Western 
countries the only one with rather close political relations with Arab 
countries, Bank activity is likely to find French support. 
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B. TURKEY 

1. France, a member of the European Economic Community (EEC) and 
the OECD Consortium for Turkey, provides assistance to Turkey bilaterally 
(consisting of project aid, program aid, and debt relief), through the 
European Investment Bank of the EEC, and as a member of two joint financing 
syndicates for specific projects, the Keban hydroelectric dam project and 
the Bosporus Bridge and associated highway approaches. 

Annex B gives a breakdown of French bilateral assistance to TUrkey 
showing commitments (agreements signed) and disbursements by year and type of 
assistance • 

2. The principal lenders to Turkey among the OECD Consortium members are 
the United States, Germany, the EUropean Investment Bank of the EEC and the 
World Bank/IDA/IFC. French bilateral assistance to Turkey has been relatively 
modest, and appears to be increasingly oriented towards export promotion. 
However, France also contributes 33 per cent of the $35 million per year made 
available by EIB. French relations with Turkey remain warm and close, 
epitomized by the state visit of General de Gaulle to Turkey about two years 
ago. France continues to have an extensive cultural and information program 
in Turkey for the advancement of its interests in the region. 

February 20, 1970 

MPBart/JUpper/DHartwich/DRichardson 

Clearance & cc: Mr. Billington 

cc : Mr • Hartwich 
Mr. Bart 
Mr. Nijhof 
Mr. Upper 



Iraq 
-Bank 

Jordan 
-IDA 

Lebanon 
-Bank 

Syria 
-Bank 
-IDA 

UAR 
-Bank 
-IDA 

Total Arab Countries 
-...Bank 
-IDA 

Israel 
- Bank 

Turkey 
- Total 
.. Bank 
-IDA 

BANK GROUP LENDING IN MIDDLE EAST 

through 
FY 19CO 

12.8 

27.0 

56.5 

96.3 
96.3 

63.4 
63.4 

1961-
1965 

8.5 

8.5 

17.0 

17.0 

7L.5 

65.7 

65.7 

1966-
1970 

23.0 

3.0 

26.0 y 

52.0 
23 .o 
29.0 

&J .o 21 

104.5 
77.5 
27.0 

Annex A 

Total 

35.8 

n.5 

27.0 

8.5 

56.5 
26.0 

165.3 
119.3 

46.0 

134.5 

233.6 
140.9 
92.7 

1/ Two years only 
y Delta Drainage Project - not yet considered by Board _ 
]/ of which $25 million scheduled for Board action in April or May 1970. 

1971-
1975 

140.0 

27.0 

96.0 

3Q.O 1/ 

188.0 

479.0 
26h.o 
215.0 

125.0 to 
150.0 

635.0 
510.0 
125.0 



Annex B 

Agreements signed for Project and Program Assistance to Turkel 
($ million) 

First 
half 

CY 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 

France Project aid 10.90 10.00 8.29 

Program aid 14.20 7.29 14.58 

Debt Relief 1.19 12.55 + 

Total 26.29 22.55 15.58 14.58 

IBRD/IDA/IFC Project aid 22.60 29.00 10.00 25.90 0.34 25.00 62.85 

Total OEGD Project aid 30.98 103-71 50.34 205.02 123.89 192.75 70.45 
Consortium 

Program aid 151.34 157.70 118.66 100.97 125.99 111.77 81.00 

Debt relief 26.40 35.55 17.5.04 JJ.6o 29.16 8.08 

Total 208.72 196.96 344.04 339.59 249.88 333.68 1.59.53 

Disbursements of Project and Program Assistance to Turkel 
($ million) First 

half 
CY 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 

France Project aid 2.60 2.30 3.40 1 • .50 

Program aid 6.09 6.13 1.98 l.Ll 1.22 

Total 6.09 8.73 1.98 2.30 4· '81 2.72 

IBRD/IDA/IFC Project aid 1.5 7.4 10.5 17.8 21.2 18.7 11.3 

Total OEGD Project aid 82.3 L0.6 56.2 62 • .5 89.5 123.8 69.4 
Consortium 

Program aid 138.2 133.6 127.6 105.5 126.1 110 • .5 34.6 

Total 220.5 274.2 283.8 168.0 21.5.6 234.3 104.0 

20 February 1970 
"'ource: OEGD Consortium 



France 

IBRD/IDA/IFC 

Total 
Amount 

6.48 
11.48 
4.95 
0.12 

12.00 
12.00 
25.00 
11.50 
1.45 

4.00 

February 20, 1970 

Annex C 

Form and Terms of Assistance to Turkey - CY 1969 
($ million) 

Program Debt Project Tied 
Aid Relief Aid or 

Untied 

6.48 Tied 
11.48 Tied 

n.a. n.a. Tied 
0.12 Untied 

12.00 Untied 
12.00 Untied 
25.00 Untied 
11.50 UntiEd 
1.45 Untied 

4.00 Untied 

Maturity of which Interest Grant 
(years) grace Rate Element 

(years) 

20 5 
5 

10 
14 5 

50 10 
30 10 
15 2 
25 4 

capital 
subscription 

10 2 

3 to 3.5 
4.75 
6.00 
5.15 

0.75 
6.50 
6.50 
6.50 

8.50 

46.5 
11.2 
14.7 
46.4 

84.1 
30.3 
20.4 
27.0 

6.60 

Source: OECD Consortium 
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Annex n 

Projects Financed by France in Turkey (1963 to 1969) 

Amt of Asst Interest 
($ million) rate Years 

l. Car ferry - transport 1965) 3.87 5.2 13.3 
) 

2. Electricity distribution 1965) 5.2 13.3 
/1 

3- Keban .dam Hydroelectric 1966 10.10 4.01 15.0 
{joint financing) 

4. SEKA Dalaman pulp mill 1967 12.15 5.2 13.3 

5. Railways - dieselization 1967-68 1.22 ) 
) 

6. Ankara radia 1967-68 1.00 ) 
) 

1· Seyitomer power station 1967-68 15.79 ) 5.2 13.3 
) 

8. Ankara gas factory 1967-68 3.31 ) 
) 

9. ~egli steel mill-oxygen plant 1967-68 1.47 ) 
) 

Ankara water supply - pipe plants 1967-68 4.15 ) 
/2 

ll. Keban dam ~droelection 1969-70 5.00 4.01 15.0 
(joint financing - supplamentary /3 

12. Bosporus bridge loan) 1969-70 5.00 6.00 15.0 
{joint financing) 

/1 Total foreign exchange cost of project originally estimated $135 million. 

/2 -
13 

Total foreign exchange cost of project revised estimate 

Total foreign financing to be provided for Part I of 
project estimated 
of which a maximum of one fourth is to be for local cost 
financing. 

2v February 1970 
Source: OECD Consortium 

$155 million. 

$71 million, 

Of which 
Grace years 

1.7 

1.7 

5.0 

1.7 

1.7 

5.0 

5.0 



ANNEX A 

BANK GROUP LENDING IN MI~DLE EAST 
Percent increase 

through 1964- 1969- FY69-73 over 
FY 1963 12.§.§. 1973 FY64-68 

Iraq 
- Bank 12.8 23.0 80.0 

Jordan 
- IDA 2.0 9.5 19.0 

Lebanon 
- Bank 27.0 96.0 

Syria 
- Bank. 30.0 
- IDA 8.5 

UAR 
- Bank 56.5 
- IDA 126.0 

Total Arab Countries: 
-Bank 96.3 23~0 206~0 

- IDA _k_Q_ 18 .Q.· 145.0 . 
TOTAL 98.3 41.0 351.0 756% 

Israel 
- Bank 74.5 35.0 . 90 .o 157% 

Turkey 
- Bank 63.4 10.0 478.5 
- IDA 26.7 54.0 87.0 

TOTAL 90.1 64.0 565.5 784% 

L.E.C. 
March 6, 1970 
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Bank Group Activities 

4. A number of factors prevented the Bank Group from developing 
· significant activity in the Arab Middle East: political instability and 
attitudes, lack of need or of creditworthiness, scarcity of IDA funds, 
compensation issues arising from nationalization, inadequate economic 
performance, and, last but not least, difficulties in ·establishing a 
fruitful working relationship with most Governments. As a result, Bank/ 
IDA lending to these countries (see Annex A), .which totalled $98.3 million 
through FY63, amounted to only $41.0 million in FY64-68. This low level 
of activity, especially when compared with the relatively high lending 
to Israel ($74.5 million through FY63 and $35 million in FY64-68), and 
the Bank's inability to finance the most important schemes in several 
countries (Aswan dam in UAR, Euphrates project in Syria, Yarmouk project 
in Jordan) have contributed to giving the Bank a negative image in most 
of the area. · 

5. Considerable efforts have been made in the last two years to lay 
the basis for increased Bank activity. The relations with several coun
tries have no doubt improved, although with varying degree of success and 
without being so far reflected in lending operations. However, these 
efforts provide the basis for the five-year lending program for FY69-74 
(see Annex A), which envisages a very substantial increase in lending to 
a total of $351.0 million during the. period, of which . $145 million in 
IDA credits. Lending to Israel during the period is only planned at about 
$90 million in the period. 

6. The existing political, economic and administrative constraints 
in most of the countries concerned are likely to make it extremely dif
ficult for the Bank to play a major role in the economic development of 
the area in the foreseeable future. This is not to say that the Bank 
cannot play a role at all since the · conflict with Israel does not prevent 
a serious development effort from taking place in most countries but its 
pace will be rather erratic and the results will be considerably smaller 
than they could be under more stable conditions. The Bank should, there
fore, pursue the systematic exploration of lending possibilities started 
in recent years, and build upon that base an influence on economic pol
lCles. It should also extend technical assistance to those countries 
which need it more than money, such as the Gulf States and Saudi Arabia. 
The Bank should prudently sound the possibility of helping to solve dif
ficult regional problems, such as the lack of agreement on the use of 
Euphrates waters between riparian countries. Whether the Bank can at some 
time in the future play a useful role in the Arab ref~gee problem depends 
on factors and decisions outside our control. 
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